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Sounding off about smoking 
People share thoughts 
about invasive exhaust 
By Erin Kowalik 
Ithacan Staff 
Cigarette smoking-some 
people can't live with it, other 
people can't live without it. 
Regardless of personal prefer-
ence, smokmg causes one of 
every five deaths in the United 
States each year, according to 
the American Lung 
Association. 
At Ithaca College, crowd!. 
of smokers congregate 
between classes outside build-
ings on campus every day. 
Though students, faculty and 
staff members have the right to 
smoke, many non-smokers arc 
concerned that walking 
through the cloud of smoke 
poses a serious health risk. 
Associate Professor of 
modern languages and litera-
ture Anne Rodda said she finds 
smoking outside the buildings 
on campus particularly offen-
sive. 
"In the entrance to every 
building and foyer, you really 
have to run the _gauntlet," 
RoJda said. "I'm so allergic to 
it. I have to cover "!Y mouth 
and almn,;t run" 
Cigarcuc smoke is nol only 
an incnnvcnienc.:c for some. hul 
a health hazard fur everyone. 
When people weave their way 
through crowds of smokers, 
they are subJected 10 second-
hand smoke. 
Second-hand smoke con-
tains more carbon monoxide 
and dangerous chemicals than 
the smoker inhales. According 
to lhc American Lung 
Association, second-hand smoke 
causes about 3,000 deaths m non-
smokers from lung cancer each 
year. 
Not all non-smoker~. howev-
er, arc bothered hy cigarette 
smoke. 
"It's where people congre-
gate-so he it." sophomore 
Manha Liebcmrnn said. "I don't 
think walking into a cloud of 
smoke will kill me." 
The New York !>late Clean 
Indoor Air Act proh1b1ts smoking 
in most public places. including 
elevators, food markets and class-
rooms. In Tompkins County. 
smoking 1s not allowed m any 
public building. 
Like Tompkins County, Ithaca 
College also docs not allow 
smoking inside buildings. 
"I think smokers get d1scnmi-
nated against," said Elaine 
Leeder, professor of sociology at 
Ithaca College. Leeder said 
rooms should be available to 
smokers because she hates to see 
ttiem sh-lvering in the cold. 
Some students feel having to 
smoke outside makes them more 
susceptible to criticism 
Senior Danielle Caron said 
her professors pass he1 and )live 
disapproving looks when she is 
smoking before one of her class-
es. 
"It's embarrassing to smoke in 
front of people," she said. "You 
don't want to light up because 
then people arc like, 'What, you 
smoke?'" 
Junior Sara Diamond has a 
similar point of view. When she is 
smoking by herself outside, she 
said she notices more stares and 
::,. Kendra Aber-Fern/The Ithacan 
Fresfimen Aubrey Halvorsen and Francesco Ardito puff in the sun atop Textor Hall Friday. The 
American Lung Association reports smoking is the number-one cause of cancer in the nation. 
sneers. She said Ithaca College 
should open up sections of the 
snack bar for smoking. 
Brian McAree, associate vice 
president of student affairs and 
campus life, said smoking in the 
snack bar was an issue between 
smokers and non-smokers about 
two or three year, .igo 
"[Smoking ... 1, ah,i11shcd] 
h,•,·:111,c of the ,cc(lrJd-hand 
smoke is:,uc." he ,;ml 
Right now, McArcl ,.11d there 
arc no plans undcn.•. -,y to create a 
public indoor area for smokers. 
Students bothered by cigarette 
smoking do have the option of 
living in a smoke-free environ-
ment. 
Ithaca College has non-smok-
ing floors m the basement of 
Rowland Hall. the third floor of 
Lyon Hall, the first floor of 
Hilliard Hall. the tlmd floor of 
Terrace I 0. the third floor of 
Terrace 3 and the 12th and 13th 
floors of the Towers. 
In other residential buildings, 
smoking is only allowed in dorm 
rooms. Students caught smoking 
in lounges, corridors or bath-
rooms arc charged wnh a viola-
tmn. 
Freshman Jessica Hibbard 
look advantage of the special 
housing options and chose to live 
on a non-smoking floor in Lyon 
Hall. She said she finds cigarette 
smoke physically irritating and 
thinks it smells awful. 
"I feel bad for people v1s1tmg 
here for the first time [because of 
all the smokers]," ~he ~aid "I 
wonder what they must think." 
Hibbard said she hopes to ,cc 
a smoke-free residence huikhng 
cstahli~hcd m the future 
"Currently. we ha\ c a 
significantly higher popula-
tion of non-~mokers than 
smokers. according to hou~mg 
indicator~,.. said Ror:, 
Rothman, director of residen-
tial life. 
Rothman ~aid student 
interest could eventually lead 
t0 the creation of a smoke-free 
donmlory 
Until then. :,tudent:, \\ di 
continue lo ,moke outside the 
entrance, to academic hudJ-
rng:,. pulling not onl:, thcm-
:,ehc:, but (l(hcr, 111 danger 
The ALA report:-. that dc,pllc 
the health risk. 48 million 
people continue to smoke 
each year. Smoking cau~cs 20 
percent of all deaths m thl' 
Unued Slate, 
A question of long distance service 
---~P\/;?'\~.;:. 
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Brad Baldwin/The Ithacan 
Bernil Rhoades, Ithaca College director of technical services, 
tells the SGA about-contract talks for a long-distance carrier. 
By Scott Hepburn 
Ithacan Staff 
The long-d1!-,tance rclationsl11p 
between ACC and Ithaca College 
may he termmatcd when the cur-
rent cllntract c,pirc, in June. 
1999. Ithal·a Collc..:gc Director of 
Technical Ser\'lce~ 
Rhoadc:-. !old the 
Bernie 
Student 
Government A,,l1c1ation 
Tucsda) 
1\CC, former!) kn<rn n ,I'> 
Al tcrna11 \'C Commun1cal 1011, 
Company. became the k,ng-d1,-
tance ,erncc for Ithaca College 
111 I 99 3 Rhoade, ,;ud qudcnl'> on 
campu~ suh~cnhed to :-.en ice:, 
from a number of corporations 
until a deal wa~ negotiated that 
brought the Rochester-ba~cd firm 
to Ithaca College 
Prior to the arnval of ACC on 
carnpu,. ,1udcnh were bilkd 
through New York Telephone. 
The scrvict--co~t approx1matcl~ 
$55 per month. Rhoade~ ,,ud 
The cosl of local ,en'ICL' \\ .i, 
approx11natcly S26 per month. h,· 
added. 
In ordn to reduce the L·mt ,,t 
long-d1~tancc :,en·1cl'. Ith,1L,1 
College 1,,ued a ··rcquc~t fo1 pli-
po~al" to numcrou, L'l11p,1ralL' 
prov1dL·r:-. The n.:qUL''h .i,h.L·d 
long-d1,tanl'L' comp:1111L·~ to mah· 
hid~ for the lth.1c1 (\1llq2c' 
account. The ITl<hl L'O'>l-cltcL'll\C 
offer \\a, made by ACC. 
.. \\'hen I came on h,,.11d. lhc· 
dcc1~1on had ,ilrcad:, been madL· 
to do hu:-.1ne,, wuh :\CC." 
Rlllladc, :-.aid ":--1:, f1r,t 1ub \\,1, 
to negotiate a contraL·t \\ 1th 
them." 
Rhoadc, helped negotiate ,1 
deal lhal brought a un1\·er,al ,er-
\ IL'l' p10\ 1dc1 lo the L1111p11, t,,r 
the fir,t 11111c The l·,1ntraL"t ,t1pu-
Continued on page 6 
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PRSSA pizza taste-off 
The Ithaca College chapter of 
the Public Relations Student 
Society of America is sponsor-
ing a pizza taste-off tonight at 
6:30 p.m. in the Pub. Pies 
from Big Al's, Rogan's, 
Franco's, Al Fresco's, 
Domino's and Pizza Hut will 
be offered for $3. 
Bicycle meeting 
The Ithaca Bicycle Action 
Group will hold a meeting 
Thursday, March 12, at 7 p.m. 
in the Greenstar meeting 
room. For more information, 
call Sandy at 272-3814. 
Book discussion 
Off Campus at The Bookery 
will present Eva and Mon 
Cochran in a discussion of 
their new book, Child ~ 
that Worlcs, on Sunday, March 
15, at 4 p.m. The Bookery is 
located at 215 N. Cayuga St. 
For more information, call The 
Bookery at 273-5055. 
Underemployed women 
A free, eight-week support 
group for underemployed 
women will be held Thursday 
evenings, March 19 through 
May 7, at 5:15 p.m. at the 
Displaced Homemakers 
Center, 315 N. TIOQ8 St. For 
more information, call 272-
1520. 
Traffic suggestions 
The Ithaca College Traffic 
Policy Committee is soliciting 
constructive suggestions for 
changes or additions to the 
traffic rules and regulations. 
Please forward your sugges-
tions to the Traffic Policy 
Committee at the traffic 
bureau, 101 Physical 
Plant/safety building, before 
Monday, March 16. 
Support group 
The Child Sexual Abuse . 
Project welcomes new partici-
pants to a support group for 
parents of children and teen-
agers who have been sexually 
abused. For more infonnation 
about the group, call Shari 
Woodard at 277-3203. 
CORRECTIONS 
In last week's story about the 
VITA tax program, senior 
Thomas Kline was misidenti-
fied. Lisa Kline is a senior 
accounting major and volun-
teers with the program. 
Physical Plant groundskeep-
ers are not affected by the 
consulting process as indicat-
ed in last week's article. 
It is The /thacan's policy to 
report all errors of fact. 
Please contact Assistant 
News Editor Robert Bluey at 
274-3207. 
By Pldllp ... Platen 
Ithacan Staff 
This week eight years ago: 
Around the world, old patterns are rapidly 
changing. Nelson Mandela was recently freed 
from prison, the Berlin Wall has fallen, and this 
week, Lithuania becomes the first republic to 
declare independence from the Soviet Union. 
Back in Moscow, deputies of the USSR amend 
that country's constitution, elect Mikhail 
Gorbachev to the new post of eitecutive president 
and repeal the Communist Party's political 
monopoly. However, their amendment also says 
only parties that embrace "democratic socialism" 
can become legal. 
Patterns are not changing very much on the 
South Hill. The annual tuition hike is a whopping 
8.82 percent. Since 1980, the price of tuition has 
climbed from $4,500 to an estimated $11, I 00 for 
1990-91. Though students protested the increase 
in a sit-in _at Job Hall last week, The Ithacan 
notes that only 30 people showed up, asking the 
question: "Have Ithaca College students always 
been this apathetic?" 
In the '60s and '70s, Ithacan editors repeated-
DnclDq. who to COtltad .. ,,. ....,, 
.111111 
Melissa Doron and Robert Bluey ...... 274-3207 
.,...,._ 
Michael Bornstein .................. 274-3208 
AHllll 
Gretta Nemcek and Abby Bertumen ... 274-1616 
IHdl 
Jeffrey Kane and Matthew Schultz ..... 274-1017 
........, 
Allie Ello and Bonnie Flock .......... 274-1618 
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ly bemoaned students' dispassion for anything 
beyond fulfilling their own narcissistic needs. 
The paper reprints the old calls to "Get off your 
ass and get out of yourself," and the 1990 editors 
conclude that "now 'is a time to realize student 
apathy isn't a problem of our generation, but a 
problem of our school." 
Still, some faculty members are willing to 
raise their voices in protest. More than I 00 pro-
fessors march outside Job Hall to call for a more 
democratic College where faculty are involved in 
administrative decisions. They also complain 
about heavy teaching loads that leave them with 
little time to read, write and research. "Four 
Courses Equals Poor Courses," reads one slogan. 
President JJ. Whalen does not appear al the 
demonstration but says later that such displays 
are unnecessary when the College has its proper 
communication channels. Earlier in the week, 
Dean Howard I;rlich of the School of Humanities 
and Sciences urged the faculty in his school to 
stay away from this kind of "circus atmosphere." 
"It's discomfort that creates democracy," says 
Zillah Eisenstein of the politics department in a 
speech. "We have to make a stand or otherwise 
[Whalen] is going to destroy the place." 
Copy editing staff ..................... Jocelyn F~ 
.................................... K8YlnAIM 
................................. ScottH~m 
................................... Trace5in 
............................... . Vanessa 
.................................. Tara Moncrle 
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STOP WASTING YOUR TIME MAILING BADLY WRITTEN RESUMES ... 
SEARCHING WANT ADS ... SURFING WEB SITES ... A1TENDING CAREER FAIRS ... 
RUNNING TO PLACEMENT AGENCIES ... 
• WITH ONE 15 MINUTE CALL- OUR EXPERIENCED 
CAREER COUNSELORS WILL· DEVELOP, CUSTOM TAILOR 
AND PRODUCE AN EXPERT RESUME FOR YOU ... 
• YOU WILL RECENE A FINISHED HARD COPY IN JUST 
48 HOURS!...GET REVISIONS AND UPDATES AS NEEDED 
• WE THEN ENTER YOUR RESUME IN OUR NATIONAL 
nMATCHMAKING NETWORK' TO PAIR YOU WITH 
COMPANIES IN A BROAD BASE OF FIEWS THAT WE 
ACTIVELY RECRUIT FOR ... AND PUT THESE COMPANIES 
DIRECTLY IN TOUCH WITH YOU 
• LEARN VALUABLE INTERVIEW SKIU5 TO GET THE JOB 
• ALL THIS SERVICE FOR A ONE TIME $65 CHARGE 
*AITENT10N UNDERGRADUATES* - WE CAN HELP YOU 
DEVELOP INVALUABLE EXPERIENCE WITH INTERNSHIPS 
CALL 1-800-997-6923 
• • ~n~ 
CAREER DIRECT 
I 
WE TAKE THE WORK OUT OF FINDING A CAREER 
VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED 
MARCIi 5, 1998 
Forum 
rich in 
debate 
By Cole Louison 
Ithacan Staff 
"It's great we're getting 
together, hut I thought at times 
the discussion got out of hand," 
said sophomore James Taylor, an 
African American and the only 
student panelist at the third 
Express Yourself forum, "Is 
Ithaca College a rich kids 
school'!: A founn on racism and 
classism issues at Ithaca 
College." 
Approximately 50 students 
attended the panel discussion in 
the Emerson Suites Tuesday, 
March 2. The discussion, which 
was sponsored hy the Office of 
Minority Affairs, consisted 
mainly of a series of personal sto-
ries, attacks and defenses which 
drove the argument off course 
into topics like URited States 
military spending and the quality 
of secondary schools in urban 
areas. 
The five panel speakers 
included Margo Ramlal-Nankoe, 
an instructor in the sociology 
department; Fred Wilcox, associ-
ate professor in the writing pro-
gram; Connie Elson associate 
professor of mathemtics and com-
T1JI h IIACAN 3 
.- : 
Robert 13. Blueyffhe Ithacan 
Sophomore Scott Wilson stresses the difference between classlsm and racism at a forum discussion Tuesday night in Emerson Suites. 
puter scince; Latitia Greene, aca-
demic program counselor and 
Taylor, a student. 
They sat at a table in front of 
the crowd, and each opened with 
a 60-second stalemeJ1l. 
Sophomore Yolanda Atkins 
hosted the discussion, carrying a 
cordless microphone she used to 
ask questions, make comments 
and interrupt as well as amplify 
voices of others in the crowd. 
Elson, who has been at Ithaca 
College for 27 years, began the 
discussion by presenting data col-
lected by students in her statistics 
class. 
The data showed an increase 
in violent crime in wealthy com-
munities and a decrease in violent 
crime in poverty-stricken com-
munities. 
Elson, the most vocal panelist, 
pointed out the trend of violence 
increasing with wealth. From his 
seat in the audience, freshman 
Jcrrill Adams replied, "There's 
more ~tuff lo steal." 
The panel speakers generally 
spoke less and ~tayed clo~er to the 
topic, while ~tudcnts tended to 
focus on personal experience~ 
and targeting other people's state-
ments. 
Issues of class and race were 
the focus hehind most students' 
points, stories and counterpoints. 
"Just because you're a particu-
lar race doesn't mean you're of a 
particular cla~,." ~aid ,ophomorc 
Scott Wilson, replymg to a :-.tati.:-
mcnt Atkm~ made ahout cla,:-. and 
apathy he111g related. 
"I th111k we've come full ur-
clc. I ~cc the rich dcfendmg thi.:1r 
wealth and the poor attacking the 
rich," Elson said. 
Keeon Gregory, director of the 
Office of Minority Affairs, con-
cluded the forum by ~aying. "We 
can't let our emotions get the hest 
of us." 
E-mail harassment becoming more common 
By Scott Hepburn 
Ithacan Staff 
"You arc within IO percent 
of using up -all of your disk 
space_ Once you use up all of 
your aJlol(ed disk space, you 
will not be able-to receive any 
e-mail messages uniil you ·free 
up some disk space." 
Anyone who ha-; been a vic-
tim of an e-mail homh is famil-
iar with this message. It is the 
message that appears courtesy 
of Acadcnm: Computing and 
Client Services when an e-mail 
account is full. 
E-mail homhing, one type 
of electronic harassment, 
oi.:curs when an e-mail system 
receives a large numhcr of 
identical messages at one time, 
ACC~ A,sistant Director Dave 
Weil said. It can he destructive 
and trouhlcsornc, he added. 
"Receiving a large number of 
messages would overflow [an 
indivi_!:iual's] a~ot.inl," Weil said. 
E-mail harassment is not 
limited to b¢nbiQ,g. Letter gener-
ators allow an Internet user to cre-
ate threatening messages that 
appear to he sent from a third 
party. 
"Flaming" is the transmission 
of explicitly offensive messages 
by e-mail from one person to 
another. 
E-mail harassment is definite-
ly on the rise, said Oren Sreebny, 
assistant director of computing 
and communications at the 
University of Washington. 
Ithaca College's e-mail system 
(PINE) was developed at the 
University of Washington in 
1989. Srccbny attributes the 
increasing occurrence of e-mail 
harassment to the increasing pop-
ularity of e-mail. 
"Unfortunately, there doesn't 
s.ccm to he a whole lot that can be 
done aboudi;·; Sreebny said. 
At Ithaca College, an off-cam-
pus student reported receiving 
302 identical messages to campus 
safety Friday, Feb. 13. 
Ithaca College Director of 
Public Information Dave Maley 
said an 18-ycar-old student was 
charged criminally with fourth-
degree computer tampering for 
rendering the off-campus stu-
dent's computer inoperable. 
Freshman Josh Chudnovsky 
claimed rcsponsihl11ty for the 
mcidcnt. 
"Technically I de~troycd her i.:-
mail service," Chudnovsky said. 
"If I [had] changed the mc~sage 
of the mail homb to 'hello' and 
sent only I 00 messages, they 
wouldn't have got me on any-
thing." 
Under New York State Penal 
Code, a person 1s guilty of com-
puter tampering 111 the fourth 
degree if he uses a computer or 
computer service to intentionally 
alter or destroy the computer data 
or computer program of another 
person. 
Fourth degree criminal com-
puter tampering i~ a class A m1:-.-
dcmeanor, punishable by no more 
than one year in jail and fines up 
to $1,000. 
Chudnovsky said he sent 300 
identical messages to the off-
campus student using a program 
he found on the Internet. 
The program made It appear a, 
though the message~ were :-.i.:nt by 
"Your friends@1d.1thaca i.:du."· 
rather than rcgi:-.tenng h1:-. ··,c3·· 
address. 
"Sending haras~ing e-mail 
without gcttmg caught i~ easy," 
Chudnovsky said. 
"If I had done it from a com-
putcr lab they wouldn't have 
caught me," he said. "Smee I 
did II from my room. rhcy 
traced the ( Internet Pro\'l(lcr I 
address." 
Campus ~afcty investigate~ 
cases of e-mail harassment at 
Ithaca College. Weil declmed 
to say how such ca~e~ arc 
traced, hut he said mori.: than 
50 percent lead hack to the 
source 
According to ACCS pol1c~. 
account u~n~ "must n()l 
1mper~on,lli.: othi.:r~. or 1111,,cp-
resent. or L"()n1.:i.:.1I I 1hc11 I 1den-
111y. •· 
Wi.:11 said failure to ah1dc h~ 
AC.'CS pol,c)' may rl':-.ult 111 
revocation of the accout u,cr·, 
computer privilege:-. E-111.111 
aci.:ounh. Re,ni.:t conncL11Pn 
and acces, to i.:omputi.:r l.ih, 
may he taken away f, ,r \"lola-
t10n of polii.:y 
...-..,-c:.::,--, ATTENTION! (First Year Committee of Jewish Recreation) 
presents: 
-Peed Your Crelldft .Jetmll ~" 
mtere§ted? 
Sign up at the Purim Party on· 
Mareh 21 at 8:45 p.m. in 
Muller Chapel and get ready 
for the pot luek banquet. 
ALL STUDENTS NOT 
GRADUATING IN MAY OR SEPT. 
YOU MUST PAY YOUR ADVANCE DEPOSIT 
BY MARCH 16 
IN ORDER TO 
ADVANCE REGISTER FOR FALL 98 
AND/OR 
TAKE PART IN THE HOUSING LOTTERY 
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'Parked' atop 
media palace 
By Adam Traver 
Ithacan Contributor 
The responsibility of being 
dean comes naturally to the "big 
cheese" of the Park School of 
Communications. 
Dean Thomas Bohn began his 
long and rewarding academic 
career attending a small-town 
high school in Cumberland, 
Wisconsin, where he felt at case 
and unchallenged. 
"I pretty much coasted by," 
Bohn said. 
music, for which he was awarded 
a full scholarship to attend 
Gustavus Adolphus in Minnesota. 
~' :. - \' : 
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In high school, he became 
intcrc!>tcd in the arts. He was a 
natural in drama, theater and 
Just the facts 
Of being a first-generation col-
lege student from a family of five, 
Bohn said: "just getting to college 
was goal enough." 
After two years of undergradu-
ate uncertainty regarding his 
major, Bohn decided to pursue a 
career in the ministry, becoming 
involved in the seminary and 
choir. 
Gary Cotti/The Ithacan 
Dean of the Roy H. Park School of Communications Thomas Bohn enjoys his Job at Ithaca College, 
though he said he would like to start teaching more courses and become Involved with students. 
Name: Thomas liohn 
Position: dean of the Roy 
H. Park School of 
Communications 
College: bachelor's degree 
in speech from Gustavus 
Adolphus College; master's 
degree in speech from 
Southern Illinois University 
at Carbondale; and doctor-
ate degree in radio-televi-
sion-film from the University 
of Wisconsin at Madison 
Hometown: Cumberland, 
Wis. 
Family: wife, Donna; 
daughters, Elizabeth and 
Kathryn; sons, Michael and 
Patrick 
Aware of limited career possi-
bilities in the ministry, Bohn 
shifted gears, deciding to pursue a 
master's degree in speech com-
munication at Southern Illinois. 
Following his ma<;ter's studies, 
Bohn moved on to the University 
of Wtscon!>in at Madison. There, 
he came to a sudden realization. 
"Two years into my PhD, I 
took a couple courses m mass 
communication, for example, 
film studies," he said. "After tak-
ing those classes, I was complete-
ly turned around, and decided to 
switch majors to mass communi-
cation." 
After graduating from the 
University of Wisconsin and 
working in an adminatrative posi-
tion at Bowling Green University, 
Bohn spent seven years as coordi-
nator of the doctoral program at 
University of Massachusetts-
Amhcrst. He then came to anoth-
er reali1.ation. 
"I wanted to get back. into pri-
vate education and a smaller insti-
tution," he said. "I felt I was los-
ing touch with the students." 
In 1980, Bohn came to Ithaca 
College to become dean of the 
school of communications. 
"You have to be very task-ori-
cnt.:d to fill this position," he 
said. "I've seen people who arc 
very task-oriented but always 
have their office doors shut. That 
is where I think I excel. I am task-
oricntcd, but at the same time 
welcome anyone lo come and 
chat. It is really important to be 
visible, to be a certain kind of 
· presence to faculty and students." 
Bohn enjoys his job, although 
he would like to do more at some 
point in his career. Teaching is 
another one of his passions. 
"I've aiways enjoyed teaching. 
It is something I've done before 
and would like to do again," he 
said. "I am hoping to get back in 
the classroom on a more consis-
tent basis." 
Interim Assistant Dean of the 
School of Communications 
Eloise Greene said she secs 
Bohn 's passion for his job stand 
out in the office. 
"I just really like working for 
him," she said. "I believe he has 
the vision and energy to carry [his 
job] out to the fullest." 
Sophomore Becky Burton, a 
student employee in the dean's 
office, agreed. 
"He docs a really good job of 
making guests feel at home. He 
often takes guest speakers and 
others out to lunch," she said. "He 
is very personable to the people 
who need him." 
"The key to success in com-
munications is to be an active par-
ticipant in what happens here at 
the Park school," Bohn said. "You 
have to engage the school [and] 
engage the co-curricular pro-
grams-you must engage the 
entire college." 
To Bohn, the future of the Park 
school is in the hands of both the 
faculty and the students. 
"The future of the school is 
bright and limitless," Bohn said. 
"It is what the students and facul-
ly want it to he, it's up to us." 
School of Music fall 1997 dean's list 
Alb1mki, Kalle Chaya, Hilary Femino, Anthony Jacobs, Julie Marallo, Adriana O'Connor, Kathleen Tafel, Amanda Weeks, Heather 
Alexander-DeRoche, Collins, Timothy Fowler, Paul Johnson, Elizabeth Martin, Eric Obado, Philip Tubiolo, Joseph Whitten, Amanda 
Pamela Crystal, Gregory Fraley, Douglas Johns6n, Miles Mastin, Meggan Pierce, Dawn Tuller, Timothy Yagy, Therese 
Atwcll-Kc1stcr, Curry, Colleen Franklin, Christopher Kaczorowski, Joseph Maury, John Posegate, Russell Twitchell, Tiffany Yamamoto, Yuko 
Stacey Cultmg, Shawna Frederick, Jennifer Kluga, Emily McCabe, Claire Pruelt, Anna Twomey, Laura Yeager, Alison 
Barbaro. Jeremy Dahruzzi, Stephanie Free, Michelle Komer, Francis McCarter, Daniel Reno, Timothy VanDerSchaaf, Hans Yum, Mihyun 
Bartolome, Sarah D' Amico, Teresa Gallien, Jennifer Koppcis, Stephanie McClellan, Michael Rider, Emily Vogel, Aaron Zebelman, Benjamin 
Banles, Andrew Davidson, Enc Gerbi, Elizabeth Kroeck, Kelly McCormick, David Roule!, Coletle Wang, Audrey Zuber, Laryssa 
Blamble. Amanda Davie, Kelly Goodman, Amanda Kuyt, Sarah McNulty, Kathleen Sawdon, Brit1any 
Blazier, David Davi~. Aimee Goodman, Brian Lacey, Denise Meunier, Daniel Scalonge, Beth Criteria Boeing, Meaghan Davis, Lorraine Hartman, Ben1amm Latini, Kristin Miller, Suzanne Shaul, Daniel 
Borek, Matthew Dean, Jeff Hcinsman, Mark Lippert, Michael Monaghan, Megan Sigel, Corinne 
Bradley, C1mly Dean, Shana Hibbard, Brian Lonnqu1st, Crescent Montoya, Edward S1skavich, Blake Students must have a minimum aver-
Brown, Karen Dearden, Jennifer Hibbard, Erinn Lorenz, Michelle Murray, William Skaba, Mark age of 3.7 for upperclassmen and 3.5 
Bundy, SonJa Denton. Richard Hibbard, Luca~ Louden. Chad Nelson, Joanne Smith, Eric for freshmen. They must pass at least 
Cadieux, Jenmfcr De~111,1ra1~. Katrina Hoch, Mallhew MacNab, Lindsey Nemeth, Alysia Smith. Jeffrey 15 letter-grade hours (except senior student teachers, who.must have at Carnevale, Chri~tma Donneily. Kate Horton, L,~a MacPhcrson, Bonnie Nolan, Joel Snyder, Tracey least 12 hours) and have no final• Carner, Heid, Falci, Enc Ireland, Mickey Maiese, Anthony Norman, Peter Stepien, Jeffrey grades of D, F, or I. 
Caruana. Jennifer Farrell. Peter Jesse, Ana Mancantelh, Juliana Noyes. Natalie Su, Serena 
I 
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Problems plague advising process 
By Heather Duncan 
Senior Writer 
The advisory system is meant 
to make succeeding in college 
and getting a job easier for stu-
dents. In many cases, it docs. 
But in some departments at 
Ithaca College, heavy advisee 
loads make it challenging for 
advisers to give students the 
one-on-one time necessary to fig-
ure out schedules and career 
goals. 
The heaviest loads arc in 
physical therapy, exercise and 
sport sciences, occupational ther-
apy, English, psychology, sociol-
ogy and television/radio. In these 
departments, advisers handle 
between 25 to 50 advisees. 
Several schools have reacted 
hy hiring new full-time facully to 
help meet the demand. New sport 
sciences professors were hired to 
help with advising. 
The Roy H. Park School of 
Communications is in the process 
of conducting seven searches for 
new, tenured faculty in various 
departments, which should redis-
tribute the advising load. But in 
most schools, new and part-time 
professors arc asked to advise 
only a few students. 
In the School of Humanities 
and Sciences, most advisers arc 
assigned IO students. Associate 
Professor of sociology Jonathan 
Laskowitz said he advises 34 
students and tries to sec them at 
least three or four times a semes-
ter. 
Laskowitz said downsizing 
helped create the heavy advising 
load in his department, since 
there arc fewer full-time faculty. 
'The faculty handbook says 
we ~hould spend three hours a 
week advising,~· Laskowitz said. 
"That's ludicrous. You ju~t add 
hours. J think that's part of the 
job. But there arc plenty of people 
who are absentee advisers." 
Associate Profcs~or of English 
James Swafford said his advisee 
load has increased partly hecau~e 
he, like many other English pro-
fessor~. often tcaL:hcs a first-year 
scm10ar. 
Seminar professors also adv1~c 
the exploratory majors 10 their 
seminars, in addition to other 
Chuck Holliday/The Ithacan 
Jonathan Laskowitz, associate professor of sociology, speaks to one of his advisees, senior Greg 
Moraitis, about Moraitis' remaining requirments for graduation. Laskowitz has 34 student advisees. 
advisees in the major. Usually 
there arc 12 to 14 exploratory stu-
dents 10 a seminar. 
Swafford said downsizing 
took 25 percent of English depart-
ment faculty, so there are now 
fewer advisers to deal with more 
advisees as enrollment grows. 
Generally, there arc fewer adv1s-
. ers for more advisees in the 
English deparlment. 
"I don't have time to lalk 10 
advisees a~ much as I'd like," 
Swafford said. "I thought to he 
fair I had to jettison those 
exploratory people now and then. 
I hate to do it, but I won't have 
enough time to help my advisees 
otherwise." 
Associate Profc).sor of cmema 
and photography Janice Levy has 
50 adv1~ee~. many of whom 
switched to her from other 
adv1~ers. 
'The dean advises 25 now," 
Levy said. "To me it's ahout shar-
ing a burden. It's not an ideal sit-
uation, hut it's nol a hig deal 
cxcep1 I.luring prc-reg1stra1ion." 
In the School of Health 
Sciences and Human 
Performance, the number of 
advisees has nsen from about 16 
per professor in 1991 10 about 19 
per professor this school year, 
Assis1ant Dean David Dresser 
said. However, there arc cxcep-
11ons in some departments. 
When the occupational thera-
py program began, sludcnts were 
accepted IO begin the basic cur-
riculum before professors were 
hired IQ teach the upper-level 
courses, Drc~ser ~aid. Tlus meant 
lhc dcpanmcnt chair had more 
advisees 1han usual and the firs! 
faculty hired to teach basic cours-
es had about 40 advisees each, 
although the number has smce 
dropped. 
Physical lhcrapy professors 
have an average of 32 advisees 
each, down from 40 in the mid-
I 990s. Associate Professor and 
department chair Michael 
Pagliarulo, who has 37 advisee~. 
said ~ome physiL:al therapy 
professors conducl group 
advising session~ at pre-registra-
tion. 
"Student~ can learn from 
peers' mistakes and successes that 
way," Pagliarulo said. ··But you 
do lose the personal contact." 
Freshman physical therapy 
major Jen Niccola said her advis-
er did not even rcalite she wa~ in 
London with the Ithaca College 
London Center program Her 
adviser abo did not p·oint out that 
Niccola wa~ rrn~sing a mandatory 
CPR class from her schedule. 
"I think advisers ~houldn 't do 
your schedule for you, hut they 
should notice if your domg some-
thing really wrong," Nicolia \a1d 
ahout the advising proce~~-
A communication student. 
senior journalism major Tun 
Lynch, also had trouble with Im 
adviser. 
Lynch failed a cla~~ thal 1~ 
required for him lo graduale, hut 
when he attempted to contact hi, 
adviser, he did not get a re\pon,e 
or help 
"I never felt like I could turn to 
my advi~er 1f !here wa\ a prob-
lem," Lynch said. "There wa, 
alway), ,ome ~orl of 1111\~ing dia-
logue." 
Although lhe average adv1,ec 
load 10 the husine~~ ,dwol 1, 
about 25 sludcnts for ead1 adv1~-
cr, this number has dropped wllh 
enrollment s111ce the early '9(b. 
~aid Ac1111g Dean W1ll1a111 
Scoonc~. 
To ~upplement regular adv1,-
ing, the husine~s \chool ~tarted a 
collaborative learning group !Im 
fall to give extra help to fn;~hmcn 
~truggling al midterm 
The mu~1c ~chool ha.., the low-
est adviscry ratio. in general 
Advisers handle one of three 
kind~ of advisees. fre,hmen. 
uppercla~smcn and lran~fcr ~lu-
dcnts. 
Each kind of adv1~er 1, more 
equipped to handle the problem~ 
and quc\tl()ns encountered by stu-
dents in their group. Fre~hmen 
advisers have IO advi~ccs: tran,-
fer advi~ers have 8 or 9 adv1~ee, 
and uppcrcfa~-. adv1\er, have 10 
advisees. As~P,tant Dean Jamal 
Ro~\I -..11d 
1l1c ~y\lcm i\ al,o J1fferen1 
from the other ~choob · Jfl that 
:-,ludenl~ arc nol a:-.\1gneJ their 
major prn/c:-,~or a~ an adv1\cr. In 
affcL:l, :-,tudents have tv.o ad\ 1,er, 
111,tead of one, Ro~~, explarncd 
Many as~i~tant dean:-, said the 
u~efulne~~ of adv1~ing 1~ depen-
dent on both the profc~~or and the 
~tuderll, n:gardk\~ of ~chool or 
Jepartmcnt Studenl~ have to 1.1kc 
advantage of the opportunity to 
a,k que\l 1011, and dnelop rela-
t1on,h1p, with their ,llh 1!->cr, 
.. ,1·!-> the quJent\ dcgrci.:." 
Ro~~1 ~.11d "The)· vi.: got to tal-..L· 
uwner,h1p of th.11 degree·· 
Beating o~t classmates 
for Whalen- music prize 
By Katie Bromley 
Ithacan Staff 
-- - ------- -- ---- ---- -
Freshman Kelly Davie will 
not be worrying about paying 
tuition during her remaining 
years at Ithaca College. 
The music education and 
perfonnance major is the first 
recipient of the James J. 
Whalen Young Artist Talent 
Award. II was created hy the 
Fred L. Emerson Foundation 
to honor the 22-ycar llhaca 
College president. 
The award is given to the 
freshman in the music school 
with the highest combined 
academic and musical rating. 
"[Musical rating] is deter-
mined by the student's perfor-
mance at the time of the audi-
tion," said Graham Stewart. 
admissions coordinator for the 
School of Music. "(To receive 
the scholarship] they must he one 
of 1he best we've heard." 
The scholarship pays the d1f-
f crence between the cost of 
tuition and the financial aid the 
student already receives. 
Davie, whose GPA is 3.94, 
said she received a call over win-
ter break telling her she had 
received the award. 
"I was really surprised to get 
it," Davie said. "[The award] real-
ly inspires me to work harder 
because I know the College is 
recognizing my talent." 
The scholarship is only avail-
able to students who already 
receive a President's Scholarship. 
Only one to three percent of the 
accepted music students meet that 
requirement, Stewart said. 
Before she received the award, 
Davie's financial aid consisted of 
a President's Scholarship and a 
granl. With the award, she slill 
has to pay room and hoard. 
"[Davie] is an extremely tal-
ented young student who dis-
plays maturity both as a musician 
and a percussionist at a level 
beyond her standing as a fresh-
man," said Gordon Stout, 
Davie's percussion instructor. 
"She is very deserving of the 
James J. Whalen Young Artist 
Talent Award and the recognition 
carried with it." 
Davie is from Marcellus, 
N.Y., a small town near Syracuse. 
She said she has hecn playing 
several different types of percus-
sion instrumcnls for 11 years. 
In fourth grade Davie became 
interested in pcrcu~sion when she 
had to choose an instnncnt to 
play in band she said. She cho~e 
the drums because bolh her par-
ents were drummers 111 high 
school, and ii seemed like 1he 
natural cho1L:e. 
Nina Knezevic/The Ithacan 
Kelly Davie practices playing the marimba. Davie received the 
J.J. Whalen Young Artist Award, given to the freshman with 
the highest GPA and musical rating in the School of Music. 
Davie became inlcrestcd in 
atlcnding Ithaca College afler her 
private high school drum tead1er 
recommended II lo her. She had 
participated in high school com-
pctllions here for two years pnor 
to coming tu I1haca Colle,!!c. 
When ~he':-, nol prac11c111g, 
Davie worb in the Egbert 
Drnmg Hall a~ a !->ludcnl cool... 
and plan~ 10 continue worl...1ng 
to meet her room and hoard 
L:ost:-, She 1~n·1 111vohed 111 a 
101 of act1v1t1e:-, hec1u,e Jilli~! 
of her 11111e 1~ de\< kd tn 
lllll\lL' 
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Monday,Feb.23, 1998 
• False Report/Incident, 3rd Degree 
Location: Job Administration 
Summary: Bomb threat for Job complex 
received at Ithaca College Campus 
Safety dispatch. 
Tuesday, Feb.24, 1998 
• Criminal Mischief, 4th Degree 
Location: Gannett Center 
Summary: Report of damaged light fix-
ture lens. Service request filed for repair 
of fixture. 
• Accidental Property Damage 
Location: Campus Center-North 
Hallway 
Summary: Caller reported door window 
accidentally broken by staff member 
during snow removal operation. Report 
taken 
• Making Graffiti, No Degree 
Location: Terrace Dining Hall 
Summary: Staff member reported racial 
graff1t1 in a dining hall bathroom. Report 
taken. 
• Fire Alarms/Accidental 
Location: Campus Center 
Summary: Fire alarm was caused by an 
activated smoke detector near the 
French Quarter in the Campus Center. 
Ithaca Fire Department responded. 
Report taken. 
• Motor Vehicle Accident, Property 
Damage Only 
Location: 0 lot 
Summary: Staff member reported a two 
moving car accident. Property damage 
only In parking lot. Report taken. 
• Suspicious Odor 
Location: East Tower 
Summary: Marijuana smell coming from 
a student's room reported. One student 
referred jud1c1ally. 
• Motor Vehicle Accident, Property 
Damage Only 
Location: Gym & Tower Road 
Summary: Moving vehicle accident 
resulted in property damage accident 
involving two vehicles at gym and tower 
roads. 
Wednesday,Feb.25, 1998 
• Accidental Property damage, 
Noncriminal Damage 
Location: Campus Center 
Summary: Window in exit doors broken. 
• Motor Vehicle Accident, Property 
Damage Only 
Location: Route 96B 
Summary: Staff member reported an mov-
ing vehicle accident at the main entrance 
and 96B at approximately 4:30 p.m. on 
Feb. 2. Report taken. 
• Aggravated Harassment 
Location: tallcott Hall 
Summary: Complainant reported receiving 
several "hang-up" phone calls since begin-
ning of semester. 
Thursday, Feb.26, 1998 
• Criminal Mischief, 4th Degree 
Location: Hill Center-north east exit 
Summary: Staff member reported damage 
to a door opener. 
• Criminal Mischief, 4th Degree 
Location: Emerson Hall 
Summary: Student reported a paper sign 
that was affixed to a door was burned 
sometime during the night on Feb. 25. 
Report taken. 
• Medical Assist, Illness Related 
Location: Eastman Hall-3rd Floor odd side 
Summary: Report of a staff member who 
was feeling faint. Bangs notified and trans-
ported staff member to Cayuga Medical 
Center Emergency room. Report taken. 
• Suspicious Circumstance 
Location: Snack Bar 
Summary: Staff member reported six to 
10 people protesting at the snack bar. 
Upon officers arrival found to be a class 
project. Report taken. 
• Larceny, No Degree 
Location: Campus Center-Recreation 
Center 
Summary: Staff member reported that the 
cable was taken from the Recreation 
Center. Report taken. 
• Unlawful/Post advertisement, No 
Degree 
Location: All Campus 
Summary: Staff member reported that a 
person was putting fliers on vehicles in S 
lot. Report taken. 
• Medical Assist, Injury Related 
Location: Hill Center 
Summary: Report of person who injured 
an ankle. Student transported to Health 
Center. 
Friday, Feb. 27, 1998 
• Suspicious Person 
Location: East Tower 
Summary: Four non-students found inside 
East Tower attempting to find;items for a 
fraternity pledge. Non-students cited and 
escorted off campus. 
• Motor Vehicle Accident, Property 
Damage Only 
Location: M lot 
Summary: Staff member reported a prop-
erty damage caused by moving.vehicle 
accident in M lot. Report taken. 
• Harassment, No Degree 
Location: Lower Quad-outside Eastman 
Summary: Caller reported a person wear-
ing a toga outfit made of towels. Subject is 
hindering pedestrian traffic on sidewalk by 
stopping everyone who walked by. Three 
students referred judicially. 
• All Solicitation 
Location: Terrace 9 
Summary: Complainant brought in three 
unauthorized fliers found in residence hall. 
AU fliers were from the same local estab-
lishment. 
Saturday, Feb. 28, 1998 
• Conduct Code Violation, Responsibility 
of Guest 
Location: A lot 
Summary: Individual found in possession 
of alcohol. Non-students turned over to 
resident of Garden Apartment. One stu-
dent referred 1udicially. 
• Conduct Code Violation, Acts Of 
Dishonesty 
MARCH :i, 1998 
ru····. 
" 
Location: West Tower-loading dock 
Summary: Geppetto's pizza driver 
reported a theft of services. Student 
located and fee paid. No charges filed 
by driver. Student referred judicially. 
• Conduct Code Violation, Alcohol 
Policy Violation 
Location: Tallcott Hall-3rd floor 
Summary: Report of a party with alco-
hol in residence hall. Residents of room 
being referred judicially for noise and 
hosting a party. 
Sunday, Mar. 1, 1998 
• Conduct Code Violation, 
Responsibility Of Guest 
Location: Hilliard Hall-A lot 
Summary: Report of individuals throw-
ing snowballs at buildings and yelling 
obscenities. Individuals located in A lot. 
One student referred judicially. 
• Criminal Mischief, 4th Degree 
Location: Hilliard Hall-1st floor west 
Summary: Report of criminal mischief 
to men's bathroom on first floor. 
• Illegal Disposal of Solid Waste 
Location: Hilliard Hall 
Summary: Illegal disposal of solid 
waste. Residents of three rooms 
referred judicially. 
• Criminal Mischief, 4th Degree 
Location: East Tower-ground floor 
Summary: Window in ground floor exit 
door broken. 
• Medical Assist, Illness Related 
Location: Hill Center-gym 2 
Summary: Person having seizure in 
gym 2. Bangs and Ithaca Rescue noti-
fied. and responded. Student transport-
ed to Cayuga Medical Center. 
• Aggravated Harassment 
Location: Terrace 4 
Summary: Complainant reported 
receiving harassing message on his or 
her answering machine. 
• Making Graffiti 
Location: East Tower-8th floor 
Summary: Report of offensive drawing 
on wall of the 8th floor East Tower. 
SGA discusses status of ACC plan company is looking at ways to provide additional services, 
including the possihility of caller 
ID. 
When students subscribed to their 
own providers prior to the ACC 
contract, residential life staff 
often had to allow providers 
access to student rooms for instal-
lation purposes. Having one ser-
vice provider also makes eco-
nomic sense, he added. 
Continued from page 1 
lated that ACC would pay the ~2 
million for installation of a cahle 
~ystem. In exchange, the compa-
ny wa~ granted the right to pro-
vide telephone ~crv1cc to the ~tu-
<lcnts for ~ix years 
When the deal wa~ ~truck 
with ACC. l0Iig-d1~tancc price~ 
fell to approximately S30 per 
month, w:th local ~cn·Icc co~tmg 
an ad<l1llonal S 18 Rhoadc~ ~aid 
rate~ have not changed much 111 
the past f1 vc ~ car~. 
Have 
Are 
'The deal was innovative and, 
111 ~ome sense, risky for the 
College," Rhoa<le~ said. 
The presentation at Tue~day's 
SGA meeting was one of the 
many steps Ithaca College has 
taken to <lctcnninc the future of 
the long-distance service on 
campu~. Among the po~s1hihties 
arc the as~umption of long-
d1~tancc ~ervicc hy Ithaca 
College and continued corporate 
~CrVICC. 
"Domg It our~elvc~ will proh-
ably he the way to give the hcst 
rates," Rhoades said. "We would 
be remiss if we <lidn 't consider 
this alternative." 
ACC hopes Ithaca College 
will renew the contract when the 
current contract expires, said 
Roseanne Bomysoad, vice presi-
dent of university !-.crvicc at ACC. 
"We hope to maintain a long-
term relationship with Ithaca 
College," she said. 
U n<ler the current contract, 
ACC 1~ required to provide a dial 
tone and local anti long-<li~tancc 
service, Bomy~oad said. The 
Student input is essential to 
dctcnnining how Ithaca College 
will handle long-distance service 
when the contract expires, 
Rhoades said. Finding out what is 
important to students is the prior-
ity, he added. 
"I think the system is unfair," 
sophomore Jennie Waldron sa1<l. 
"It seems like they have a monop-
oly." 
Rhoades said ha'tltng a uni-
form long-distance provider on 
campus has been Yery hcncf1cial. 
"The only way we can get 
good pricing from these vendors 
is to comhine all of our need~." 
Rhoades said. 
The Office of Infnrmall(ln 
Technology 1s continuing to seek 
~tudcnt input. Rhoades urged stu-
dents to find out what other col-
leges and universities J(l with 
long distance and give feedback. 
you 
you 
been treated 
wi.lli.ng to 
for 
talk 
depression? 
about i.t? 
The Ithacan . .. 1s runn1ng 
about depressi.on on 
a story 
the 
Ithaca College campus. 
Please call Tina at 274-3207. ~Ithacan 
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Asbestos removed TALKING ABOUT LEADERSHIP 
By Joe Gervase 
Ithacan Staff 
-- -- - --- -- - - ---- --- ---
Ashcstos, a potentially haz-
anJous mineral used in insulation 
materials, can be found in almost 
every huilding at Ithaca College. 
Ashcstos removal took place in 
the Towers Concourse last week, 
Peg Dillingham, assistant director 
of life safety said. 
A routine maintenance check 
in a mechanical hoilcr room 
under the concourse required pipe 
in~ulation, containing asbestos, to 
he removed. Signs were posted in 
and around the concourse last 
week regarding the removal, 
which took place Thursday, Feh. 
26. 
Since a license is required to 
remove asbestos, Physical Plant 
employs licensed people who arc 
qualified, Dillingham said. 
"If a valve or something in the 
plumbing breaks, we have to have 
someone certified to remove the 
asbestos," she said. "In some of 
the higgcr johs, we have off-cam-
pus contractors perform the 
ashcstos ahatemcnt." 
The certification through New 
York State is a 16-hour cour!-oc, 
said Ed Guy, an Environmental 
Protection Association certified 
inspector and the environmental 
safety specialist for Ithaca 
College. 
The removal of asbestos 
requires that residents or employ-
ees of the building arc notified in 
advance. Further precautions arc 
taken in the process, Guy said. 
"In a situation I ikc the Towers 
Concourse, the area is concealed, 
and signs arc put up on any 
entrance. The workers wear respi-
rators and protective clothing and 
perform air monitoring to deter-
mine if there is any elevation of 
asbestos in the air," he said. 
Asbestos i!. mostly found on 
campus in noor tiles and in 
mechanical system insulation, 
such as pipes, Dillingham said. 
"It was the standard of the 
mdustry," A'.-,SJSLanl Director of 
Physical Plant Fred Vanderhurgh 
'.-,aid. "Since it\ hcen found Lo he 
a health hazard, every mdustry, 
every academic huilding, every 
hospital and even homes through 
the years have lricd Lo get rid of II 
when necessary. 
"There's not a lot of II left on 
campus. We would eventually 
like to he rid of it on campus," he 
added. 
Dillingham ~aid Ithaca 
College is aware of the presence 
of ashestos and continually 
removes it when ncce!.sary. 
"Any Lime we do a rcnovatmn 
or demolition, we do an ashcstos 
survey to determine if any is pre-
sent," she said. "IL has lo he 
removed before the removal or 
demolition can go on." 
During the renovations of the 
Towers in the past two years, the 
hulk of asbestos was removed, 
Dillingham said. Floor tiles con-
taining ashestos were removed 
from under the carpctmg, and the 
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Josh Konetzn1 
Matthew Weatherbee 
Maegen Umen 
Gardens 
Rowland 
Humanities and sciences 
School of communications 
Holmes 
Bogart 
Emerson 
Terrace 5 
Gardens 
Business 
HS&HP 
Hood 
Tallcoll 
Off campus 
West Tower 
Terrace 6 
Music school 
Gardens 
Humanities and sciences 
West Tower 
Hilliard 
East Tower 
Humanities and sciences 
East Tower 
East Tower 
Off campus 
Humanities and sciences 
Off campus 
,_. 
'.~· :He's cfit~rmi11_,! and tlio11_,1filjid ... (~ n and hi: took lTll' to dinner at \ f • 0 : J Old rport .Harbor. "-(> 0 
<i. (( JI .L it t [ e Piece of 'Eu rope " 
ON THE CA YUGA INLET 
Year Round Dining Pleasure 
Lunch: Monday- Friday 11 :30-2:00 
.f 6\ Dinner: Monday-Saturday 5:30-Close 
• Parties dt Jormals Welcome 
702 W. Buffalo 
272-4868 
Downtown Ithaca 
Visa/ Mastercard/ · 
Discover/ Amex/ Diners Cl ,b 
new carpeting wa~ laid out on 
concrete. In addition, ceiling tile\ 
conlaining the clemcnl were 
replaced in all hathroom\. 
ll1c Terraces, she ~aid, were 
abo recently renovated. Thi~ was 
done over the pa~t three or four 
years and fi1mhcd la'.-,l year. The 
lower quads were done a~ well, 
just before the Terrace'.-,. 
In the upper quads, the ccilmg\ 
have a sprayed-on application. 
which has heen encap~ulatcd 
numerous time~ over the year'.-, 
with pamt Letter~ arc d1'.-,lnhutcd 
to rcs1denh ahout th1~ each year. 
'The hesl 1h1ng I can ~ay I\ 
that the mere prc~encc of ,i-,hc~tos 
i~n·t a danger," Guy ~aid. "We go 
through the upper quad'.-, 1w1cc a 
year to make ~urc there •~ no 
damage. As long as I rc~1dcnh I 
don't di~turh !the ceihng~J, 11\ 
fine." 
Dillingham ~aid \he has not 
hecn notified what huilding!-o 
would he renovated thi~ summer. 
The Office of Residential Life 
makes a requc!.t that is reviewed 
hy the Board of Tru~tecs heforc 
she is informed. 
'Tm pretty sure Jt's one of the 
upper quads that will he done," 
she said. "In the past, we have 
done a couple quads at a time." 
For questions or concerns 
regarding ashc'.-,los al Ithaca 
College, speak to your rc~idcnt 
assistant. For further information, 
or to report ashestos damage, 
contact the Office of Life Safety 
at 274-3333. 
Devin Mack/The Ithacan 
Michael Dyson closes the annual Minority Affairs Leadership 
Conference Saturday with a speech about cultural diversity. 
The SGA Minute 
Coffee Talk speaker 
Director of Technical Services 
Bernie Rhoades was this 
week's Coffee 
Talk speaker. 
Rhoades 
discussed 
the con-
t r a c I 
between 
ACC and 
Ithaca 
College, which 
is due to expire 
in June of 1999. 
Scan Heffron, vice 
president of campus 
affairs for SGA, also 
displayed a survey that 
will be distributed to slu-
dcnts to help dctenninc 
how long-di~tance service will 
he handled after the contract 
expires. 
President's initiative on race 
SGA Prc'.-,idcnt Cathy Henry 
presented a ieltcr that will he sent 
10 President Clinton, drafted on 
hchaif of SGA. The letter wa~ an 
invitation to speak at Ithaca 
ROSES 
• Frc1-/1 jlmrcr 
Bo11q11ct.1 
• Corsages 
• Tropical Plu11t1 
• Grear G1fi.1 
• Godn·a Chocolutn 
• Balloons 
• Casll'el!-Ma.1.1c_,· So(IJI.I 
The Plantation 
130 Ithaca Commons 
273-7231 
Mor~:Wed&Sat as 
I 0-:,.JO. 
Thurs & Fn 10-8 ' 
Sundays I 1-4 ® 
College. • 
"In light of the bias-related 
incidents we've had, it would 
make sense at this 
poml to mvitc in 
a dynamic 
speaker on 
race, Henry 
said. "I can't 
think of 2ny-
thing more pow-
erful than havmg 
the President of the 
United States." 
Henry said \he 
hopes bringing III a 
powerful ~pcakcr would 
stimulate conver,at1011 
and open students· mmd, 
to the diversity at Ithaca 
College 
"Any time you have a 
speaker on campus 11 gcl!-o pcorlc 
1alking," Henry ~aid. 
The Hias-Related Incident!-o 
Committee 
The B1a~-RclatcJ Inc1dcnh 
C'omm1ttcc added a rcprc,L'llt.ttl\l' 
from S1udcnh Agam,t V1olc11cL' 
Agamst \Vorncn to 1h 111cmhn-
Fur:. 
!-ohip. 
In add11ion, 1hc committee d1,-
cusscd !.Cvcral bias-related inci-
dents that occurred 111 February. 
The commillce i~ conlmuing lo 
issue bias alerts to mfonn the 
campus about such mc1dcnts. 
Coffee Talks planned 
Speakers have heen deter-
mined for the remaining Colfcc 
Talk sc~~ion~. The dc,rn, will he 
\peaking on March 31. Boh Holt. 
director of campu, ~afct1. will he· 
speaking on Apnl 7 Prc~1dcnt 
Williams ha, hccn ~chcdukd Ill 
!->pt:ah. on April 28 SG:\ hoped to 
arrange for the cdllonal hoard ol 
Tht' Ithacan Ill come between 
Arni 7 and Arni ::!X 
Construction project update 
Studcnl tru\lcc 8111 Rllhcn, 
prc!->cntcd a !-slide ,ho\, that h1!_!lt-
lighted con,truct 1(111 th al \\ 111 
occur llll campu, 111 !he lle'\l ,n -
cral \car, Plan, l,>r lilL' ne'\I 
l"L'LTC,;t,on fac;lrrv .1, \H'II .1, iliL· 
llL'\\ HS&HI' hu:\1111,l! .111d ihL· 
Jamc, .I Wlukn CcntL'I l, 11 
r-.1u,1L0 \\ L'IL' d,,c llSSL'd 
AAA.h ... 
it's almost 
spring! 
House of Shalimar 
1..\2 The Commons 
ltl1aca NY 1..\850 
273· 7939 
open eve1yday 
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Our 
VIEW 
;:~ Fear inhibits discussion 
•' 
. 
If genetic engineering ever becomes a marketable 
commodity, you can bet Ithaca College will be first in 
line to take advantage of it. 
Imagine how much money Ithaca College would 
save if everyone who worked for it had six arms, two 
heads and the stamina of a marathon runner. The 
College would achieve double the production at half 
the cost. 
Until then, however, Ithaca College will continue to 
load more duties on fewer employees. The increased 
strain on departments is especially apparent with 
Physical Plant, which laid off more than 20 people 
during downsizing and hired Sanitation Systems, 
Inc., a consulting firm, to retrain custodial workers so 
few can do the work of many. 
Hiring a consultant was not necessarily a bad 
move. Sometimes the hardest work to criticize is your 
own, and professionals like consultant Paul Regan 
may introduce new ideas and suggestions for 
improvement. However, training should be used to 
increase efficiency, not make up for a shortage of 
personnel. 
With two more buildings in construction, Ithaca 
College will undoubtedly have to hire more workers 
to clean the new buildings. Currently, 88 custodians 
clean over 47 buildings, that is, 1.8 custodians for 
each academic building or residence hall. This is not 
an adequate number of workers to clean the campus. 
But hiring more people will not right poor manage-
ment. Ithaca College employees, on all levels, should 
feel comfortable voicing opposition and discontent 
without fearing reprimand or dismissal from their 
jobs. 
It is disturbing that many employees are unwilling 
to discuss problems and concerns. Iron-lipped 
employees defer questions from inquiring students to 
their supervisors or official campus spokespeople. 
Ithaca College needs to cease this kind of round-
about communication. President Williams must set 
the precedent by continuing to· openly discuss Ithaca 
College's problems and encouraging employees to 
come forward with their concerns. 
In a school that is more than 90 percent depen-
dent on tuition, students deserve to know how their 
money is being used, or misused. But if e111ployees 
like the custodial workers are intimidated and thus 
silent, how can problems be discussed and/or cor-
rected? They ca1¥1ot. 
Custodial workers must not be afraid to speak out 
against their supervisors. They must take a stand. 
Ithaca College cannot be allowed to sweep them 
under a rug. 
~Ithacan 
The Newspaper for the Ithaca College Community 
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No team spirit 
at tournament 
Yahoo! Nice job! Thanks 
for your support! Oh .. , never 
mind, That was how I intend-
ed this letter to open, but 
reality has forced me to sing 
a different tune, The Public 
Relations Student Society of 
America at IC had organized 
and planned a basketball 
fund-raiser for the American 
Red Cross of Tompkins 
County to take place on 
February 28. 
Six teams registered to 
play, but when the day of the 
event came, only one team 
showed up. Fortunately, 
some other students were in 
the gym and were willing to 
join the tournament. 
While everyone received 
prizes and enjoyed the free 
food, the real loser in this sit-
uation turned out to he the 
Red Cross. 
It is rcprchcnsihlc that a 
college so supportive of its 
athletic teams docs not paral-
lel that support in the local 
community, in campus orga-
nizations and m the not-for-
profit organizations. 
A very big thank you goes 
out to the local :,ponsors who 
donated food and priLes, 
including Rogan 's, Franco's, 
Collcgctown Bagels, Pizza 
Hut, Andy's Third St. Cafe, 
The Outdoor Store and 
Courtside Racquet and 
Fitness. A very special thanks 
to Nicky Wood of WVBR for 
providing music during our 
event. Tirnnks also goes out 
to Melissa Carta, Li1. 
Grumley, Stephanie Bovee, 
Brandy Van Horn, Kira 
O'Sullivan and Matt Moran 
of PRSSA. 
It i~ ohviou~ that most IC 
community members are 
really not concerned with the 
success of their peers or the 
Wfll-being of a local non-
profit organization that just 
needs a little assistance. 
Stephanie Youngers 
PRSSA treasurer 
corporate 
communications 
'99 
Award is close 
yet so far away 
On behalf of all the stu-
dents eligible for the Student 
Government Merit 
Scholarship and the Margaret 
Reid Memorial Scholarship 
at the Ithaca College London 
Center, I would like to 
express my extreme frustra-
tion. 
Although the applications 
were issued on February 
13th, they were not made 
available to the London 
Center students until 
February 24th. Applications 
were to he completed and 
returned to the staff on 
February 25th al noon if we 
were to he eligible. Students 
would have to fill out an 
application, be required to 
type out essay questions and 
arrange to get multiple facul-
ty recommendations-all in 
one day. 
Not only is this a difficult 
ta~k for one to do nonnally, 
hut the week the applications 
were made available here 
coincided with midterm 
week, in which every ~ludenl 
was involved. 
In addition, the limited 
computers al the London 
Center and the enormous 
demand for computers to 
type school assignment~ 
made it impossible for a stu-
LETTER POLICY 
dent to type out essays as 
required. Finally, many stu-
dents who were eligible did 
not even receive an applica-
tion for the scholarships. 
Last year, I was a finalist 
for both of these scholar-
ships, and I had hoped to 
attain one of them this year. It 
is a shame that I, and my col-
leagues in London, did not 
have the same opportunity as 
all other students. I hope that 
this poor planning will be 
corrected in the future. 
Matthew L Beyranevand 
'99 
Tuition graph 
is misleading 
The graph that accompa-
nies your front-page story 
(February 26, 1998) on the 
recently-announced tuition 
increase is extremely mis-
leading. 
The change from 
$15,250 (1995-96) to 
$17, 662 ( 1998-99) repre-
sents an increase of 15.8 per-
cent. However, the graph 
appears to show a change of 
about 190 percent. This 
occurs because the noor oi· 
the bars in the illustration 
was placed al $14,000 rather 
than at $0 where it should be. 
As Joshua Taylor has said, 
"To sec is to think." IL is just 
as important IC.> present infor-
mation and ideas accurately 
when using visuals as it is 
with the wrinen word. 
Stan Seltzer 
associate professor 
mathematics and computer 
science 
Nancy Break 
associate professor 
art history 
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Students need to catch up 
on getting their 40 winks 
Do you fall a!>lccp within five 
minutes of closing your eye!> in 
bed? Do you have trouhlc waking 
up? 
Author 
J a m c s 
Maas says 
that each 
of these 
hehaviors 
suggests 
you have a 
particular 
sleep prob-
lem. 
T h e 
problem 
various 
research-
ers have been identifying for sev-
eral years 1s sleep deprivation: 
Most Americans operate on a 
substantial sleep deht. 
Surveys corroborate 11: Some 
sixty percent of Americans gel no 
more than seven hours most 
nights. Yet nearly all adult~ need 
between eight and nine hour!> per 
night. 
Actually, ten hour!> is the ideal 
amount. That's how much most 
people around the world get, and 
historically how much Americans 
U!,ed to sleep. 
"So what?" you a!>k. 
"Everyhody wanh to sleep more. 
There\ no tune for 11 in a hu,y. 
productive life today," you !,ay. 
However, accident!, related to 
lack of sleep cost the Unllcd 
States an estimated $56 hilhon 
per year. More frequently than 
any life-changing accident, we 
risk headache!-. and ~tomach prob-
lems, depression and heart disor-
ders. anxiety, lowC'Tcd d1!-.ea!>e 
immunity, irritability-not to 
mention diminished capacity to 
learn and communicate. 
Perhaps you're someone who 
function!, highly, yet only 
needs a few hours per 
night. Author Stanley 
Coren was interested in 
such people and set out 
to research how they do 
it. He brought sets of 
them into his sleep lab, 
and what did he discov-
er? They needed mne 
hours as much as any 
of us. 
"If we operated 
machinery like we 
operate the human 
hody, we'd be 
accu,cd ol rccklC!,!, endanger-
ment," Maas !,,lid la!,( year "It 
takes at lca!,l eight hour!, of ~lccp 
to provide lor ~1xtccn hour~ ol 
su!>tamcd wakclulnc,~" 
Sleep dchl!, arc lll!,ld1ou~ly 
common among adult~ 111 all 
industnah,cd countries. Make no 
mistake, a~ a young 
adult. you need 
hcaltluly Buck contemp-
orary, convcnt1onal Wc,tcrn 
practice. ~cgularly get enough 
,lccp 1 You'll ht.: ama,cd how 11 
lccb when you're fully awake. 
Frie Mnull'iw111 11 11 p11·1·ho/o-
Ri.\'t in the Coun.\l'lm,; Cnlln: 
graphic by Lisa Soyars 
Debates and commentaries will appear in this spot each week. The llhacan encourages the Ithaca 
College community to participate. Call Opinion Editor Michael Bornstein at 274-3208. 
thacan 
IJnquirer 
Jessica Dakin 
Exploratory '01 
"To the WOK sign In the 
Terrace Dining Hall." 
"I'm assuming that It Is going 
;- to the building of random new 
·".buildings. Can I say buildings 
'. -a few more times In that sen-
:~tence? Buildings, buildings, 
_::buildings." 
Ian Rickert 
Cinema and Photography '99 
Jessica Bichler 
Film, Photography and Visual 
Arts '00 
"It must go to a lot of wasteful .: 
things because I was told I couldn't-' 
get my required classes because ~~ 
they couldn't afford teach81'1 to ·a;_, 
offer enough sections for all stu- 1-: 
dents, and with the price we're · _, 
Ing that shouldn't be happening." ? 
~,,-- -~- ,, ...... ~~/,,.:_·~-- ;t--...... 4 
"":~--~~~-
Where does yoµtJuition 
· money g~ 
. . ~ ... 
~-~,.:~ 
"I don't know. I think It -
have something to do with 
wonderful sounds of J -• · · .. 
. ......,tr ~ 
mers outside my window · 
every morning at 7 a.m.1" 
Lauren Parker 
Psychology '01 
Rick Stone 
Television/Radio '01 
. ,_,. - : " 
: "My tuition goes to making lit-
.~ :11e booklets and pamphlets 
: : ~_-can entice other unsus-
:\pec:Ung hJgh school seniors 
-Into giving Lip their money for 
the same reason." 
"I'm not actually sure, I never 
really thought about It." 
Kathryn Wlegar 
Physical Thearapy '01 
Photos by Kendra Aber-Ferri 
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OneMan's 
TAKE 
Use cash wisely 
Money may 1101 huy happ1-
nc,~. hut 11 can !,Ure huy a J.!rn>d 
education. 
'Ilic Board ofTru!,ICC~ rt.:ccntl) 
announct.:d a !,light n,c ol ..\ 5 per-
cent m the Collcgl' ·, 1u111on Thl' 
pnce tag. wl11ch will n,c '!, 7(12. 
will now ~land at '!, I 7.M12_ 
excluding room and board and 
other cxpcn!>c,. 
$762 ~CCIII~ like ,I drop Ill the 
huckct when 11 ', on paper. hut let 
me put 11 into pcr!,pcct1\e: 
$ 762 I!, enough to buy a funL-
tioning !<)85 N1~san Scntra. 
$762 is enough to purcha,t.: 85 
large chcc!>c 
p I/./. a!, 
Rogan'!>_ 
$762 
al 
I ~ 
enough to get 
51 CDs. 
$762 IS 
enough to huy 
f3,7(6 OUnCC!, 
of beer. 
All !>arca~m 
aside, we've 
been made to 
think $762 is 
miniscule and should he hrushed 
off. I tend to disagree. A va~t 
amount of good should come out 
of the tuition hike. 
The administration JU!,ti fies 
the rise in tuition with the 
improvements and expansion 
occurring on campus. Personally, 
I think there is another area that 
needs Lo he improved upon on the 
South Hill. 
Take the library, for instance . 
lbe Gannett Center's mos! 
enduring characteristic is its link 
to the past, and I'm not talking 
about the history found on the 
pages of the four floors worth of 
books. Stepping into tht.: lihrary 1~ 
like walking into a time machine. 
drifting hack to a time and place 
where the Dewey Decimal 
System wa!> more useful than the 
information !>uperh1ghway. 
'lllcrc will alway!, be a need 
for hook,. thu,. thl're will alw,1:, 
he a place lor lihrarie, But th\.'.rc 
should he more at1cnt1on gl\ en t() 
modern IPrm, ol rc,carch. like 
the lntcrncL 
·n1c Gannet! Center lack~ the 
up-to-Llatc cornpulcr fanl111e, 
found 111 college l1hranc, 
throughout up!>tatc New Yori,. 
Should Ithaca College ,tudcnts 
he forced 11110 traveling to the 
East Hill to conduct productive 
research'! 
I don't cla11n to he a u1mpu1cr 
genius, hut I Jo kno\\< the d1lfcr-
cnce between reading a 300-p.igc 
hook for a paragraph of mlrnma-
tion and downloadmg an entire 
article off the Internet mt\\ o 111111-
utcs_ Lately. I've: been f()rccd 1111() 
doing mo~t of my rescard1 111 lhl' 
cmnputt.:r lalh ~,mply hccau,c ,,1 
a ~hort:1gc ol updated compu1n, 
111 the library 
Rcad111g a hoPk cover Ill l'<l\l'I 
1!> a lo~t arl Surfing the web l,>1 
111forma111111 1~ the w.iVL' ol lhl' 
future 
'Ilic ~olut1on 1~ ~1111plc Till' 
money c,1rncd from the IIILTL'a,L' 
in tull1011 should he u~cd 11 > 
update the library. After all. S 7(12 
per studcnl 1~ enough to mah· thL' 
Gannett Ccnlcr a ,talc-()1-lhc-.in 
research lac1hty. 
Ryan Lillis is a senior journal-
ism major. His column appears 
weekly in The Ithacan. 
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On-screen battle 
fought via network 
By Greg Ford 
Ithacan Staff 
----------------· 
It was only a game, but the stakes were high. Mitzi, Player 3, Chamdar, 
God and I, Number I, all wanted the same thing ... victory. 
The five of us were participants in a real-time, action-strategy game called 
Red Alert during Network Game Night (sec sidebar). The 
following is an account of what occurred Friday night, 
when an epic battle was staged in an Ithaca College com-
puter lab. 
{· \.:' '1;;;; 
:: ·. '. ::· ~-:· 
'4-...;, 
The first seven minutes were used lo establish our bases. , · 
I quickly set up facilities that were used lo produce my 
army, including tanks and Longbow attack choppers. 
After everyone had a base, it became a matter of wail-
ing. With a finite supply of ore on the map, someone wa~ 
going to have to make a move. After exploring, I found 
Chamdar in close proximity lo me. Being unsure of his sit-
uation, we decided to ally so we could help each other out. 
Two of my opponents made the first move. Mitzi was 
the unfortunate victim of attack from both Player 3 and 
God, l):ie screen shook as her buildings crumbled lo the 
ground. Within minutes, Mitzi quietly left the game and 
only four remained. 1,p1;, 
Very soon after the first strike, God sent out an attack on 
Chamdar. He hit strong and fast, and pretty soon, Chamdar 
had only an ore refinery and barracks left. I sent a group of 
tanks over to clear out God's forces, but the damage was 
done. 
·~ \~-~::is-,.,,..'j ~- . 
With the other players·occupied, I used the opportunity 
to set up a second base. 
Having established a second command outpost, I look 
lhc offensive. I used my fleet of Longbows and took out 
Player 3 and God's ore trucks one by one. I hoped that by 
culling off their ore supply, the two would be scrapping for 
money and unable to produce more tanks. 
·-, 
.. · •, 
.. 
My strategy worked. I amassed my tanks, as Player 3 
and God hcgan to light. This was my chance to attack. God 
came first because he had the bigger base. Two groups of 
tanks were deployed, one sent from the south and one sent 
from the west into God's base. With his army weakened by 
the attack from Player 3, my troops stonned past his 
defenses. I began destroying God's primary buildings, as 
well as any hopes he had of victory. Soon God was defeat-
ed leaving only Player 3 between me and victory. 
Amy W1tt1ng/The Ithacan 
Freshman Michael Baskin plays a game with junior Kim Marchant during Saturday's competition in Williams Hall. 
Depending on student Interest, Collectivity's members will plan more network game nights and tournaments. 
I sent all my remaining tanks to the west into Player 3's base, who proved 
to be an easier kill than God. After taking out his base, stray tanks and 
infantry were left and my Longbows handled the job well. 
Throughout these final minutes, Chamdar managed to keep his troops 
alive and celebrated with me as "Mission Accomplished" graced our screens 
in bold, red letters. We won both the game and bragging rights. 
/ / 
Amy Wltting{The ltha1;an 
Ithacan writer freshman Greg Ford participated In Network Game Night, 
an activity designed by the Ithaca College Connectivity computer club. 
Club offers computer fun 
Network Game Night was put on by 
Connectivity, the Ithaca College Computer 
Sciences Club on Friday. The club, which is 
open to any member of the Ithaca College 
community, has many goals. These include 
producing an informational web page, bring-
ing in speakers from the computer industry, 
helping students make professional connec-
tions, taking trips to expositions and confer-
ences and of course Network Game Night-a 
time for fun. 
"I am not a computer science ma1or," 
Karianne Fattig said. "I am learning more 
[about computers] from being 111 the 
club." 
Since many students play computer and 
network games a~ a form of relaxation, 
and hccause they arc not ~uppo~ed to 
play them 111 the computer labs, Network 
Game Night gives students the chance to 
play. 
"[ Network Game Night I wa~ first brought 
up to allow ~tudents to play game\ We krn:w 
that network gam111g was going on 111 lab~ and 
11 was a way to facilitate their playing v. 1thout 
it be111g during lab 111ne."' club Pre~1dent 
Darren Per~on ~aid. 
.__ ____________________________________ ~ 
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Accent Texas exhibit 
On... redefines art 
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Tricia Capello 
Advertising/public 
relations '00 
• Hometown: East 
Providence, A.I. 
• People might be sur-
prised to know that I: some-
times go commando. 
• I am most proud of: being 
a part of the ORA (OCCAM's 
Razor Advertising). 
• Three things that can 
always be found in my 
refrigerator: water, J.J. and 
freezy pops 
• Who would play me in a 
movie: What do you mean? 
You haven't seen my latest 
picture?! 
• What TV show I wouldn't 
miss: 90210 
• My biggest pet peeve: 
guys named Steve 
• Person I'd most like to 
have dinner with: Matt 
Damon 
• Where I'll be in 10 years: 
head of an advertising agency 
By James Sigman 
Sl'nior Writer 
Texas: home of Willie Nebon, 
the Dalla~ Cowboy~ and, of 
cour~e. contemporary art. 
Perhaps that last Texan quality 
doesn't come to mind when you 
think about the Lone Star State, 
but the current exhibit at the 
Handwerker Gallery may change 
your way of thinking. 
"Painted Texas: Works by 
three contemporary Texas artists" 
features works from Constance 
Lowe, Al Souza and Daniel 
Sutherland. Tom Somma, director 
of the Handwerker Gallery, said 
this particular exhibit blends two 
important artistic merits together. 
"It's very often hard to find 
quality and originality together, 
especially in contemporary art," 
Somma said. "Contemporary 
artists arc more risky, and 
because of that, it's hard to gel 
artists that arc taking risks but 
still have quality." 
Sutherland's "88 Pretty 
Canals" is a good example of this 
precarious kind of art. An oil on 
canvas, filled with myriad vivid 
colors and images, rests inside a 
shipping crate. The actual paint-
ing rewards the careful observer, 
· as vanous images pop up 
throughout the painting, includ-
ing an angel swatting at a rubber 
ducky wnh a toilet brush and a 
four-armed woman bleeding into 
one of the streams flowing 
throughout the painting. 
Senior Chris Walsh stood 
between this piece and another 
Sutherland work, "I Wish I Could 
Help You," staring at "88 Pretty 
Canals" and scardung for a pos-
sible meaning. Noting the smoke 
coming out of a machine at the 
bottom of the painting and where 
the streams were tlowing, he 
offered a possible interpretation. 
"I don't know what else you 
can get from it-it's just pollu-
tion," Walsh said. "We divert the 
!>lreams and all we get is poliu-
llon." 
Just before she left the gallery, 
freshman Melanie Lawton also 
said "88 Pretty Canals" was one 
of her favorite works in the exhib-
it. She said she was particularly 
impressed by the vibrancy and 
artistic blending in the piece. 
"It's just got such firm and 
bright colors," Lawton said. "And 
there arc so many different styles 
m the painting. Some of it 
reminded me of MC Escher, and 
some not at all." 
Though probably the most 
intriguing piece in the exhibit, 
Sutherland's work is only one 
part of the show. Souza uses cut-
out newspapers to create art in his 
works, "Countdown to Windows" 
and "Nto the Courtro," which 
greet visitors entering the gallery. 
The former places colorful egg-
shaped cut-outs on top of several 
by visiting the Rykodisc web site today!* 
dr. didg 
Serofottaliht 
Chuck Holliday/The Ithacan 
Senior "8theryn Shields admires one of many abstract paintings 
displayed in the "88 Pretty canals" Handwerker Gallery exhibit. 
color· front pages from USA 
Today, while the latter uses only 
black-and-white pages. 
Lowe's work is perhaps the 
most challenging in the exhibit. 
Lowe's two pieces, "Hctcrotaxia 
.MI" and "Hcterotax ia #2" feature 
blood-red Rorschach-like images 
on wood, complemented by steel-
framed !!las!> Jnd an ominous-
looking 1ar with bread mold 
Somma said the exhibit is 
well-suited to a student audience. 
"I choose a show if I think stu-
dents at the College would like it 
and it would look good in the 
gallery space." Somma said. 
"This is a ~how students will 
like, because students gcnerall, 
respond to originality." 
The exhibit will run until 
April 4. 
Organic and electronic 
dance vibes grooved 
together with the 
ancient funk of the 
didgeridoo. A liberal 
prescription of 
world-dance-groove! 
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Late night TV prevails "Some of !Leno's] skits arc ~u stupid, like the one with Im th~-torted face," Dia,. said, referring 
to Leno\ "Iron Jay" ~kll 
By Greg Ford 
Michael Ian and 
Gustavo Rivas 
Ithacan Staff 
It's 11 p.m. on Monday, and 
most Ithaca College students arc 
winding down in front of the tele-
vision. Some of them are tired 
from a busy day, and others arc 
simply looking for a way to pro-
crastinate. 
The favorite shows they turn 
to include 'The Keenen Ivory 
Wayans Show," "Late Show with 
David Lettennan," "The Tonight 
Show with Jay Leno" and "Late 
Night with Conan O'Brien." 
However, the question of 
which show is the best is a preva-
lent one. 
"Conan 1s 
very smart in his comedy," junior 
Megan Jonynas said. "He is very 
college oriented, and he doesn't 
mind making fun of himself. He 
doesn't care much ahout the rat-
ings as much as he cares ahout 
making a good show." 
Freshman Carabeth Connolly 
said O'Brien is the best, but she 1s 
always too tired to stay up until 
12:30 a.m. to watch his show. 
"I think Conan's the funniest, 
but I always end up watching 
Lettennan hecause Leno annoys 
me," Connolly said. 
"Letterman is funny because 
he is sarcastic, and he doesn't kiss 
his guests' butts,'' junior Bt.eky 
Gay said. 
Wayans' show tries to reach a 
more urban audience, often fea-
turing more hip-hop and R&B 
perfonncrs than the other shows. 
He fills a void that has been 
open since Arscnio 
Hall's show 
went off the 
love that 
Sh OW," 
freshman 
Dawn Burks 
said of 
Wayans' 
show. "He is 
enter-
t h C 
shows 
begin 
with an 
opening monologue by the host. 
With the exception of O'Brien, 
all of the hosts were comedian~ 
before having their own shows. 
"[Wayans] started out in ~,and-
up comedy and that show~ in Im 
opening monologue," Burks ~aid. 
"I like Jay's monologue, 
Dave·s Top 10 ~omct11ncs and all 
of Conan," freshman Rachel 
Knowles said. "He's my hero" 
Each host\, monologue is dif-
ferent because each has a d1~tmct 
comedic style. 
Leno's humor i~ based on the 
punch line, and Lellcnnan has a 
more witty and ironic style. 
Conan is more risquc than the 
others, a technique that \ome-
timcs gets the biggest laughs-if 
the viewer isn't offended. 
However, students could not 
agree on whether or not they liked 
Conan's partner, Andy. 
"I think Andy really helps. 
[Because of him, O'Brien] does-
n't rely on guests as much," 
sophomore Robert Monahan said. 
"They interact more with each 
other, with insults and stuff." 
"[Andy's] pretty funny," fresh-
man Erik Michaelsen said. 
Freshman Miguel Diaz dis-
agreed. 
"[O'Brien] just has to lose his 
sidekick, 'Mr. I Need a Real 
Job,"' he said. 
Each show has its own unique 
house band as well. 
Lettcnnan gets support from 
longttme partner Paul Shaffer. 
O'Brien's band, The Max 
Weinberg Seven, is fronted hy 
Bruce Springsteen's former 
drummer, Max Wemhcrg. 
> I• : _,, ;, - ',_, CGS 
Wayan~ Jams lo the rhythm~ of 
the All-Girl Band. Leno 1~ hacked 
hy Kevin Eubank~ and the 
Tonight Show Orche~tra 
"I like Kevin anti the interac-
tion between 111111 and Jay," Dia, 
~aid 
While many ~tudent~ only 
watch the late night show~ when 
they al'e interested in a particular 
guest, others watch just to sec 
what ridiculous skib the hmt~ 
will be doing. 
Each host i~ known for certain 
gimmicks that keep the fan~ 
laughing. 
Lcttcnnan's segments include 
the Top 10 List, Stupid Pct Tricks 
and the CBS Mail Bag. 
"Top 10 is very funny," junior 
Matthew Litt said. "Numbers 5 
and 2 arc usually the funniest." 
Among Leno's hilarious skits 
is "Headlines," in which he 
makes wisecracks about variou~ 
newspaper items that arc either 
poorly worded or contain unin-
tended sexual rnnnotations. 
"Letterman's funny, hut I think 
Leno's got the best skits," fresh-
man Andrew Miller said. 
"Leno's skits can be corny," 
Monahan said. "But some arc 
really good, like when he goes 
out on the street and interviews 
people and 'Headlines'." 
Not all students enjoy Leno's 
skits, though. 
O'Brien also received Im fair 
~hare of crit1n,m, a~ did Wayan~ 
"I hate JCunan',J ,how," 
Burk~ ,aid "!11> guc,t~ arc hor-
mg. and I can't relate to 111, 101-..c, 
and uimmcntary at all " 
"I thml-.. I Wayan, J 1, prcll) hi\\ 
quality." lrc,hman Pat Whipple 
,aid. "I th111I-.. he tnc, too hard to 
he funny. Hr, ,l-..1b arc 1wt wl'll-
planned-out. and h1, pil-..c, ,Ill' 
very rcpctll1H' uimparcd to the 
other late ,h1,w, ·· 
Ult11na1ely, all the co111pla1n1' 
arc ~imply a mailer ol pcr,onal 
opinion. 
But no matter how many com-
plaint~ ari,c. late night i, ,Lire to 
rema111 the pnmc tune tcle\ 1,H1n 
of college ~tudcnh. 
'The Kccncn Ivor) Wayan~· 
Show" ,ur, at 11.00 p.m. EST 
and '"The Tonight Show·· and 
"The Late Show with Oav1tl 
Letterman" air at 11 :3.5 p.m. 
"Late Night with Conan O'Brien" 
airs at 12:35 a.m. 
Photo courtesy of NBC 
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Madonna~s electronica project succeeds 
Imagine yourself on a deserted beach, where all you can hear arc the roll of the waves and the slow, soothing beating of 
your heart. Then, from nowhere, comes a 
!-,Oft, familiar voice. Peace washes over you. 
The hearthcat hccomcs a throhbing bass as 
and love with lines 
like, "Why do all the 
things I say/Sound 
like the stupid things 
I said before" and 
"Touch me I'm try-
ing/to sec inside 
your soul." 
MUSIC REVIEW I am not a Ma-donna fan. Sure, the Material 
Girl's early 1980s 
music is some of the 
most classic materi-
al of the decade, but 
since "Like a 
Prayer," I have lost 
interest in her lack-
luster albums and 
we've become all too familiar with. She 
sounds more sincere than most alt-rock 
radio. Lyrically, that's where almost all of 
this collection belongs, and with WICB's 
techno-hcavy playlist, I wouldn't be sur-
111-.. ... - ... 1(...U114i.tl prised to sec this 
Madonna --------, record end up there someday. the waves roll along like the lu!-,h sounds 
of kcyhoards. The 
familiar voice? Ma-
donna, who hy com-
hining this with the 
sound of strings and 
ama1.1ng rhythmic 
contrast, creates a 
"Ray of Light" in 
her newest release. 
She also isn't 
afraid to hecome 
autohiographical, as 
heard in the last 
"Ray of Light" 
Maverick/Warner Bros. 
Madonna has 
been paying atten-
tion to what works 
in modem pop, and 
instead of imitating 
it, she decides to 
explore it. 
The alhum 
wastes no time in 
pulling in the listen-
er, rockmg the heat 
with the gentle strains of string~ on the first 
track, "Drowned World/Sub~titute for 
Love." This trm:k is one of my pcr~onal 
favontcs because Madonna steps away 
from the traditional pop-solmst mode and 
actually becomes an accompanymg in~tru-
ment, allowing her voice to glide over the 
excellent background. This accentuates her 
versatile voice and brings the listener 111 
closer, hanging upon each word she utters. 
For those who choose to dig deeper, the 
lyrics carry enough weight on their own. 
Though sometimes held down by the 
monotonous steady rhymes of pop-style, 
Madonna manages to take her work to a 
new level with a growing matunty that 
impresses the lyric-savvy. 
Her words move to a deeper level, and 
the steadfast Madonna fan will assuredly 
enjoy the wealth of subtlety and poi~e she 
uses in her lyrics. A great example is the 
powerful love mantra, "Skin." Herc, she 
ha!-. moved past the "Material Girl" stand-
offishness to a profound scn~e of humility 
track, "Mer Girl." To cite just one line from 
this song would he a discredll to the whole 
piece, which is one long story of what's 
been happenmg to Madonna hctwecn her 
last alhum and now. Her openness in this 
album impre!-.scd "me greatly and hrings a 
frcshnes!-. that will win her many new fans. 
Madonna has always been well-known 
for her dance trai.:ks, hut this album is the 
first to be composed entirely of them. Each 
track finds ib way to a glowing crescendo 
and then suddenly moves itself someplace 
new. I am not saying, 111 any way, that this 
alhum sounds the same. On the contrary, I 
was astounded by the variety of ways 
Madonna hent the dancc/tcchno genre. 
For example, the title track, "Ray of 
Light," as well as the first single, "Frozen," 
almost sounds more like an immense string 
concerto with DJ support than your stan-
dard hump-and-grind dance track. 
Madonna's voice flies like the wmd on the 
title track, at once joyous and subdued, as 
she sings agam and again, "And I feel/ Like 
I just got home." 
And indeed she has. She has found a 
way to situate herself as an accomplished 
singer who can stand on her own merits, 
without having to resort to flashiness. It 
would have been interesting if there had 
heen a wider variety of styles represented, 
but this is really a minor detail to an excel-
lent album. She 1s what she is, and II works. 
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"There 1s a real grace 1n his playing, an inborn elegance with bnght. unsentimental sound"-the New York Times 
FredericChiu,piano 
l An, M.anagcm:nt Group. Inc l 
Performing musrc of Chopin, Debussy, Prokofiev, and Schumdnn 
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It's Spring Break. •• 
~please make sure you 
are meJrl•• healdry and 
safedlola:sl 
REDUCE 1BE RlSlU 
.. lf)oa dloose not to .... ,,,, please 
me a madom p,:ope,Jy. 
Broaptm,ouby 
~IthealC-OIJe&eAIDSW~GI.Gap 
juvenile exploits 
(although "Sex" was a revelation when I 
was 13). 
I prohably should have started the 
review, "I WAS not a Madonna fan," 
because her new album, "Ray Of Light," is 
the hest album Bjork_ never recorded. 
Madonna collaborates with prod-
ucer/songwriter William Orbit (Beth Orton, 
Peter Gabriel) on an album that explores 
the humanity behind her celebrity. It is an 
clcctronica album, complete with drum 
loops and computer beeps, but unlike con-
temporaries David Bowie and U2's failed 
forays into electronica, Madonna's album 
sounds organic. She has a place in the 
already-crowded electronic· music scene. 
Madonna has always been a club girl, but 
on "Ray Of Light" she finds the common 
ground between dance tracks and rock sin-
cerity. 
The album opens with sQme ambient 
noises and an unintelligible human voice 
before Madonna joins us. The most amaz-
ing thing about the record is the songs are 
actually very complex musically, a rarity 
for both Madonna and dance music in gen-
eral. Although the beat gets !-.talc by the 
midpoint, it is still less repetitive and more 
challengin&- than even the hcst Crystal 
Method album. 
Madonna actually SINGS on this 
album, too, and not the Celine D10n-
mccha111cal singing or Evita operatic style 
The guitar riff in 
"Nothing Really 
Matters" sounds 
directly off of "The 
Downward Spiral." 
As Madonna sings 
"Put your hands on my skin," she sounds. 
more shocking than her pal Courtney Love 
ever has. 
Of course, the album has its weak 
moments. The first singlc,"Frozcn," is a 
disappointment because it is standard pop 
fare. With so many choices and innovative 
songwriting on the record, choosing 
"Frozen" as the song most people will hear 
first does the album a disservice. 
In fact, the last quarter of the disc is fair-
ly weak. Madonna seems to have used up 
her creative juices in the beginning of the 
album, and is barely able to squeeze out 
enough to make the record whole. 
Though far from perfect, "Ray Of Light" 
suggests a new age of creativity and excel-
lence for Madonna. She may have out-
grown many of her prepubescent fans from 
the '80s, but this album should reclaim 
them and find her some new ones as we.II. 
With more forward-thinking mu,1c like 
this, Madonna will continue to be an 11npor-
tant artist well into the next ccntu: y. 
Bringing 
Ithaca dining to 
· 'higher levels. 
Opening Febniary 28 for dinners. 
Call 274-3393 for reservations. 
I 
TOWER 
f. ~.!!}! 
COHICI 
Now open to the public with ample parking . 
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TOP 
1. "Drinking in L.A."-Bran Van 3000 
2. "The Way"-Fastball 
3. "I Will Buy You a New Life" -
Everclear 
4. "little Plastic Castle"-Ani 
DiFranco 
5. "Cement"-Feeder 
TEN 
6. "Brian Wilson" -Bare naked 
Ladies 
7. "Amnesia"-Chumbawamba 
8. "Tom" -Natalie Imbruglia 
9. "Comin' Home"-Hum 
10. "All Around the World"-Oasis 
WICB's Top Ten is based on weekly airplay at WICB. 
• Stella's 
ALL SHOWS START AT 10 P.M. 
Thursday-Mo'mshug'na 
Friday-Panchora 
Saturday-DJ Schwa 
•The Haunt 
ALL SHOWS START AT 9:30 P.M. 
Thursday-Freight Train with Willis 
Friday-Bernie Milton with Jammo 
Saturday-'BOs Dance Party 
• Common Ground 
SHOWS START AT 9 P.M., UNLESS NOTED 
Thursday-Men's night with DJ Bill 
Friday-Dance music with DJ 
Calvin 
Saturday-Dance music with DJs 
Joey and Bill 
• Rongovian 
Embassy 
ALL SHOWS START AT 10 P.M. 
Thursday-Donna the Buffalo 
Friday-Entrain 
Saturday-Smokin' Section 
• The Nines 
ALL SHOWS START AT 10 P.M. 
Thursday-Lazarus Go Home 
Friday-Old Janx Spirit 
Saturday-Tamarisk and Red Light 
Band 
• ABC Cafe 
ALL SHOWS START AT 9:30 P.M. 
Thursday-Chris and Meredith 
Thomas w/Harrod and Funk 
Friday-Cadence Carrol 
Saturday-Songwriters' Night 
We Pay C.A.&JEE 
for Brand Name, Used Clothing 
Levis 
J. Crew 
Esprit 
Eddie Bauer 
Tweeds 
9West 
Tv'-".d.ev kS 
~u. - se11 ~ -tv-o... e 
Rothschild Building, The Commons (607) 272-4011 
Take advantage of our 
30dA~ 
membership special 
$30 for on€ month 
2 month maximum Exptr€S 3/31/98 ,, .. " Not vahd with any othEr off£r \'\ 
at 
~ FITNESS \ ceNTER / 
119 Third St.~ 272-8779 
Mo~-Fri: 6 a.m. - 10 p.m.; Sat 7 a.m.- 7 p.m.; 
Sun 9 a.m. - 7 p.m. 
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Artist shoots surrealism 
By Laura Siegel 
Assistant Photo Editor 
It only took the excited audience a few 
minutes lo adjust to the speaker's heavy 
Taiwanese accent. As soon as it did, how-
ever, there was no chance of mterrupting 
the audience's rapt attention. 
Photography artist Daniel Lee spoke on 
Thursday, Feb. 26 in Park Auditorium. He 
gave a brief history of his life and his work 
to date. His earlier photography includes 
work with many top models and compa-
nies taking fashion photographs. 
Lee has recently hecome known for tm 
portrait series called "Manimal." which 
uses computers to combine the images of 
the Chinese zodiac with portralls he take~ 
of people. 
His art ha!> a surreal feeling that 1, 
unique to his work. It has subtle changes m 
the shape of the person's features that 
blend the normal characteristics into those 
of animals. 
"I know nothing about photography, hut 
the images that [Lee] used were so beauti-
ful that they seemed to he real-
life images," freshman English 
major Sharon Weinberg said. 
Lee has also done a series on 
creatures in Chinese mythology, 
called "I 08 Windows." These 
pictures take viewers into the --
stories Lee heard as a child in 
Taiwan. Many of the pictures 
resemble human-like goblins 
and magical creatures from 
mythology. 
One of the 1110~1 mtere~tmg part~ of Im 
photography i~ lus ability to use only hi~ 
mmd when deciding how to he~I alter the 
images. 
"I think his work 1s really ama1.ing 
the fact that he doesn't u~e guides 1~ mcred-
ihle," freshman film maJor Nathan Atl,,.m~ 
said. Atkin traveled to Manhattan la,t 
semester to visit Lee's stud 10. 
Assi~tant Profe~sor of cmema and pho-
tography Daniel Mclnni~ brought Lee to 
Ithaca College. He became interested 111 
Lee's work four year~ ago when he ~potted 
it m a maga1.ine 
Along with hi~ art lecture, Lee held a 
work~hop tor ~cnior photography ma1or, 
and individual meetmg, wllh five of them 
to view their portfol11,.., 
··1 thmk that 11 went very well," Mcln111~ 
said, regard mg Lee·~ v1~11. "He wa~ 
extremely 1mprc,sed w11h Ithaca\ fac1li-
t1e~." 
Lee is workmg with 20th Century Fox 
Studios on a proJect he could not di~cus~. 
He ha~ done other movie work and ha~ 
worked with a variety of publicat10ns. 
All of them, however, con-
tain the human essence of the 
original person. Lee's art has 
taken the world of photography 
by storm. His images speak for 
themselves, not to mention the 
intense gaze that his "subjects" 
seem to fix on any admirer. 
Chuck Holliday/The Ithacan 
Assistant professor Daniel Mcinnis (right) invited 
photographer/artist Daniel Lee to Ithaca College. 
This year ..• 
Apple 
CISCO 
Dell 
FileMaker 
Dell 
Oracle 
Microsoft 
& 
30+ other vendors 
will be there ... will you? 
Don't be left out -
plan to attend! 
• Vendor Showcase 
• Seminars 
• College Showcase 
Details are available 
at our Web site: 
www.hhaca.edu/ edtechday / 
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March 6-12 
CORNELL CINEMA 
255-3522 
Tomorrow Never Dies 
Twilight of the Ice Nymphs 
Twilight 
Happy Together 
Woman in the Dunes 
The Rainmaker 
Other Voices, Other Rooms 
CINEMA POLIS 
277-6115 
The Apostle 
Winter Guest 
HOYT'S PYRAMID MALL 
257-2700 
Titantic 
The Borrowers 
Sphere 
The Wedding Singer 
Good Will Hunting 
As Good As It Gets 
Kissing a Fool 
Dark City 
Knppendorf's Tribe 
U.S. Marshals 
Twilight 
FALL CREEK 
272-1256 
Full Monty 
L.A. Confidential 
Sweet Hereafter 
Great Expectations 
My Life in Pink 
Kundun 
Flubber 
Call the theaters for showtimes. 
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'City' lights flicker 
In "Dark City," dim.:tor Alex Proyas once again succeeds in creat111g a world of dark sc1-fi film ll(llf that 1s visually 
very exc1tmg. He has created a New York-
type city reminiscent of "Bladcrunner," 
and, of cour~e. 'The Crow." Unfortunately. 
much 111-.c "The Crow." the ~to1y doesn't 
live up lo lls v1~uab 
"Dark C11y's" prohlcrm lie 111 1b plot: A 
race ol evil hc111g~ known as 1hc Strangers 
(who all look like Judge Doom from "Who 
Framed Roger Rahh1t'!" when they don hat~ 
and coat~) control the minds and hvc~ of 
the inhah1tanb of a city that seem to cx1~1 
only in the night. These Uncle-Fc~ter look-
alike~ also have the ability to make the cit-
ilcns sleep whenever they want. While the 
inhabitants dole, the Strangers ahcr the city 
ahd perform experi-
ments on the 
people's minds, 
inserting new per-
sonalities and mem-
onc~ where ncccs-
~ary. Rufus Sewell 
(ye~. that 1s hi~ real 
name), plays John 
Murdoch, a c1t1zen 
who awoke during 
one of these sleep 
times and now pos-
sesses the powers 
and abilities of the 
Strangers. Did I 
mention Murdoch 1s also wanted for a 
string of murders he's not sure he commit-
ted? 
From here, we arc led further into a 
hole-filled plot with an unclear storyline 
and characters with little purpose. Jennifer 
Connelly plays Emma, John's possible wife 
(we're not sure because Murdoch's memo-
ry may be a hoax), and William Hurt plays 
Inspector Bumstead, a detective bent on 
catching a murderer who has been killing 
the city's prostitutes. Hurt and Connelly 
.... , ~~~~ 
T• ,,_.UTEI ...... 1 (-) TO 4 (BT). 
both give good performances, but by the end 
of the movie, you·.an,-y not,sure what 
purpose their characters served. Kiefer 
Sutherland also returns from his acting hiatus 
to play a squinty-eyed scientist who is the 
right-hand man of the Strangers and the only 
person besides Murdoch who knows about 
the experiments. 
The ~tory docs little from here on out. 
Bumstead shows up every so often for no 
apparent reason. Murdoch goes on a search 
for his real memory in an attempt to prove his 
own innocence. He is pursued. though hap-
hazardly, by Bumstead, for the murders, and 
by the Strangers, led by Ian Richardson, who 
is appropriately creepy as Mr. Book. The 
Strangers are out to stop Murdoch before he 
figures out they arc experimenting on the 
humans. • 
It is worth checking out "Dark City," if 
only_ for its visuals, from its shadowy-dark 
cityscapes to hcautifully-dctailed architec-
ture. The special effects are also impressive, 
including sequences where buildings grow 
from small warehouses to skyscrapers, and 
houses morph into mansions. Proyas has 
again proven himself a very inventive and 
visually-exciting director. Unfortunately, his 
plots need work. In the end, "Dark City" 
winds up as little more than eye candy for the 
sci-fi starved. 
MARCH 5, 1998 
The Apostle 
*:*"i 
Robert Duvall is fantastic in this 
film about a Southern preacher on his 
own "mission from God" to build a 
church in a small Louisiana town, 
while being pursued for the murder of 
his wife's lover. Duvall's "Sonny" is a 
man of the cloth with one too many 
demons. On the surface, he is a 
Bible-thumping preacher, loyal to 
mother and family. Underneath this 
facade lies a violent womanizer. "The 
Apostle" carries itself well in the 
beginning, but suffers from length and 
an often-repetitive plot. By the film's 
end you have heard enough "Amens" 
to last a lifetime. 
The Sweet Hereafter 
A rare film driven by emotion and 
strong characters, "The Sweet 
Hereafter" tells the story of a small 
Canadian town-changed forever by a 
school-bus crash. Director Atom 
Egoyan presents the audience with a 
brief view into the lives of the families 
victimized by th·Eret'ash. Egoyan jug-
gles the stories 'df a slew of charac- · 
ters, all wall-developed and equally 
engaging. Ian.~ is ne~perfect in- , • 
his role as a lilwyerwith his own : 
issues, attemptiag w_ "direct the rage" t 
of families whole children were killed ~, 
or injuredjn tti• ~OQl-bus crash. ~ 
Egoyan successfully turns a rather 
depressing subject into one of the 
year's best. 
Sex on the Beach Shots 
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Free bus shuttle 
from the Towers and Textor 
9:30- 2 a.m. 
lassifie 
THEITHACAN 
NOTICES 
UNIVERSITY BARTENDING 
COURSE-SO percent student dis-
count, national certification avail., 
classes filling soon, space is limited, 
1-800-U-CAN-MIX. 
DEAD DOCTORS DO NOT LIE and 
TRUST ME I AM A DOCTOR. Doctor 
Wallach's riveting tapes describing 
discoveries of a literal fountain of 
youth. For a free tape and Info on the 
best vitamins and colloidal minerals, 
call 1-800-449-5502. You will feel the 
difference. 
College Town Video voted best 
video store for students by students, 
new releases, all your old favorites, 
VCR rental available, free member-
ship, free estimate on VCR repalr, 2 
for 1 specials Mon.-Wed., 
CollegeTown Video, open late every 
day, 103 Dl)'den Road, Collegetown. 
SERVICES 
EARLY-BIRD SPECIAL, EUROPE-
SUMMER 1998, northeast dep's-
$329 rt, carlbb, Mexico-$199 rt, 
Florlda-$79 aw, call 212-864-2000, 
http://www.airhitch.org. 
SPRING BREAK 1998, Daytona 
packages from $99-room only, bus 
and hotel from $199, call BREAK-
AWAY TOURS for details, 1-800-465-
4257 ext 4, space is limited 
ECK worship service, Sun., March 8, 
11 a.m.-noon, Best Western 
University Inn, East Hill Plaza, topic is 
divine duties, includes HU song, ECK 
reading, discussion, public invited, 
sponsored by NY Satsang Society, 
affiliate of Eckankar, 1-800-749-7191, 
X 480, http://www.eckankar.org. 
FOR RENT 
Duplexes 3 or 4 bdrm furnished, 
laundry facility-non-coin. Parl<lng and 
balconies, call 273-8576. 
BLOCKBUSTER PRICES FOR 1998-
1999 South Hill & downtown-studio-6 
bedroom. Parking, laundry, fully fur-
nished and 10- & 12-month leases. 
CSP MANAGEMENT APARTMENT 
HOTLINE, 2n-6961. 
Four bedroom townhouses, houses, 
apartments available June and 
August, quality housing, furnished, 
walk to campus, starting at $285 a 
month per person 273-9300. 
4 bedroom houses available August 
1998, 2 full baths, fully carpeted, 
newly-renovated, unfurnished or fur-
nished, free washer and dryer, free, 
off-street, private parking, no pets, 
a.mea a.:rdiie:r J:r. 
I 
• 
R,E.&I4 El!!IT..&.T.E 
.A. &:rea.-te:r ti!lel.ectton. o• 
.£.pa,:rt;m.en. ..... :t.n. "the 
It;b.a,.ca, .A..:reo.. 
Collegetown 
Downtown 
Lake Front 
South Hill 
Efficiencies to 8-bedroom Houses 
Furnished and Unfurnished 
Quality Units at Affordable Prices 
24-Hour Maintenance Services 
277-3232 
-:&•• N - T:i.ou;a, iiil"t:ree"t 
• North~ 
-w.ooD 
-257.4037 
-1,fc,dcb~ luxury and COfhlf!fJll!fll 
se,./us,on "'our stud,a. I. ] & J are occasionally subject bf!droom aport,ne,nrs 
:~,..(.. ... "J.. -:-L.;.;...,,:4_, to, shall we say, a less than professiona! 
~SLIGHT response to their apartment needs. 
c.vtE=AGE Our studio, 1, l and 3 bedroom . 
257-3311 
apartments will provide you with EnJOr ew:epronoll), /orge. affordable 
I & J t>M,oom opo,tm~rs the care, quiet, and privacy you 
·.:--..-~_.,71.,-a:;::...,.......u::,.r;:.~ 
seek. all at affordable rents. 
~WAIREN W~D Amenities include spacious floor plans, 
257-$200 all-electric kitchen with dishwasher and 
Qual,r,, quirt studo. disposal, wall-to-wall carpeting, air I. 2 & J l>Mroom ~ts ., 
a P<J,'k· '"'" sen,ng conditioning, private balconies, free 
-,.~ .. ·.:wc.~::.1 
L~N,SING trash & recycling pickup, laundry 
\\·E-~·I facilities, parking with private garages 
257.5444 
available. Swimming pool and beauti-5rep nto pn,ocy and 
spoc"''"""" ,n our Sl!Jd,o, I. 2 & J fully landscaped grounds. 
-oom opanmenrs 
ILl::JL. . :s:c..a::·~ 
'= 
Furnished models for viewing open: 
Monday-Friday 9-5 
C ,\N DLEWYCK ~aturday & Sunday 10-3 
Pl\RK 
272-9206 
~Visit us on line at: 
~culor ....,,.. al UTfU90 ~ 
www.ithaca-apartments rnrn I & 2 />M,oom apartments I 
[ 
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Ithacan Classified 
Classified ads: $4 minimum for 4 lines. $1 each additional line. 
Personal ads: $2 minimum for 4 lines. $1 each additional line. 
Add $1 per line for any bold or all-capital words within the line. 
Pre-payment is required for Classified advertisements. 
downtown, 273-6828. 
On-the-Commons 3 or 5 bedroom 
apts. furnished $335 per person 
includes all utilities call for an 
appointment. James E. Gardner Jr. 
2n-3232. 
225 Coddington Rd., a 2 or 3 bed-
room apt. available 8/1/98. Rent 
negotiable, apartments guaranteed to 
be in satisfactory condition call 275-
9185. 
7 bedroom house, 3 baths, laundry, 
12-month lease, $250 and up, 275-
6213. Ask for Mike. 
1 and 2 bedroom apts. on Prospect 
St. 1, 2 and 3 bedroom apts. on 
Cayuga, all available for next school 
year. Call today for best selection and 
a great value in housing. 273-7368. 
4, 5, or 7 bedroom apt. or house, call 
Mike 275-6213. 
Exciting lofts, 1 or 2 bedrooms, beau-
tiful stone fireplaces, wood floors, util-
ities Included, June-Aug. move-ins, 
273-9300. 
Four bedroom, close to Commons, 
laundry, extra study, $250 person, 
Includes all, 227-2202, 257-4402. 
Renting 1998-99 modem, two bed-
room new paint and carpet, free park-
Ing and heat. Penn Ave., 227-2202, 
257-4402. 
Nice Studio and 1 bedroom apt, 
well-maintained, heat and parking 
included, w/d, micro, near Commons, 
available June or Aug, $375 and 
$475, Scot at 273-4781. 
2 BEDROOM APT., INCLUDES UTIL. 
between IC and Commons, designer 
furnishings, no smokers or pets, June 
$380 a person, 273-4781. 
CENTER ITHACA, available now and 
for next year, heart of the Commons1 
1 & 2 bedroom, $525-$700, parking 
garage, air, dishwasher, 272-5275, 
eves. and weekends 272-1226, 
http:/www.lightlink.com/ci. 
Westminster Hall near Commons, 
lovely, Victorian rooms, furnished, 
heat included, available NOW! 273-
1654 or 272-1226, eves and week-
ends. 
Historic! former IC dorm, newly reno-
vated, downtown near Commons, 
three bedroom, two baths, $975, 
June lease, 273-1654. 
One bedroom apt. near IC on 
Coddington Road, call 272-6361 for 
info, ten-month lease available 
8/1/98. 
Students Live In Center Ithaca, 
Commons living at the best, fur-
nished, unfumifhed, 1 and 2 bed-
room apts., greenhouses, skylights, 
patio access, lovely views, call 272-
5275. 
Must See, bright loft, 1 bedroom and 
studios on the Commons, dishwash-
er, ac, parking, busline, dining, shop-
ping nearby, call Center Ithaca 272-
5275. 
3 or 5 BEDROOM APTS, WILL BE 
REMODELED, SOUTH HILL, 272· 
1704. 
2 and 4 spacious bedroom apts., 
walking distance to IC, furnished, 
bus facllltles, call 277-1152 
2 and 3 bedroom apt., great location, 
furnished, laundry, parking, between 
downtown and IC, clean, call 272-
3832 
SOUTH HILL-downtown, furnished, 
three bedrooms, available school 
year, double living rooms, dining and 
skylight, ten-month lease, $720 a 
month, 256-0031. 
2 bedroom, washer & dryer, near 6 
Mile Creek & waterfalls, $600, 
includes heat, call Rich, 272-4146. 
205 Prospect Street House, 3 BR 
house for rent, call John from 12-8 
p.m. at 564-0222 for appointment 
and info. 
Pets allowed, studios, 1 and 2 bed-
rooms, 4 bedroom, house located on 
Dryden Road 1n Varna, available next 
school year, 257-0313 . 
Fall Creek, 5 bedroom apts., across 
Ithaca Falls, furnished and all ut11ibes 
included, $250-$275 a person, 257-
College Circle 
Apartments 
CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL WHO RECEIVED 
OFF-CAMPUS PERMISSION!!! 
We still have two, three, four and five bedroom 
apartments available for 1998-1999. 
SIGN A LEASE NOW FOR BEST SELECTION!!! 
YOU CAN STILL SIGN A LEASE if you have not yet 
received or applied for off-campus permission. If you do 
not get permission to live off-campus by August 25, 
1998, all rJeposits are returned. Call for details. 
Furnisned, free parking, on-site laundry, 
24-hour emergency maintenance 
Next to the 
Ithaca College Campus 
277 - 1221 
PAGI: 17 
Dellver by 5 p.m. Monday to 
The Ithacan 
Ithaca College 
269 Park Hall 
Ithaca, NY 14850-7258 
Phone: (607) 27 4-3208 
FAX: (607) 274-1565 
0313 
Quiet grad and faculty complex, 
furnished or unfurnished, stud10s and 
large 1 bedrooms in Cayuga Heights, 
pool, air conditioning, balconies, laun-
dry, heat included, avail. June to 
August, 257-0313. 
Quiet grad and faculty, 4 bedroom 1n 
Cayuga Heights near Community 
Comers, fireplace, dishwasher, laun-
dry, pool, air cond1boning, all includ-
ed, $350 a person, available June, 
257-0313. 
143 South Aurora St 2 Bedrooms, 
Furnished Heat & Hot Water Includ-
ed, Close to IC & Downtown, Pets 
OK, $700. Available Aug. 15 Ithaca 
Rentals Call 273-1654 
HELP WANTED 
EARN $750-$1500 A WEEK. Raise 
all the money your student group 
needs by sponsoring a VISA fund-
raiser on your campus. No invest-
ment & very little time needed, there 
is no obligation, so why not call for 
information today? Call 1-800-323-
8454, X 95. 
HELP WANTED, Men and women 
earn $375 weekly processing and 
assembling medical ID cards at 
home. Immediate openings, your 
local area. Experience unnecessary, 
will train. Call Medicard 1-541-386-
5290, ext. 118m. 
SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS 
NEEDED FOR PREMIERE CAMPS 
IN MASSACHUSETTS, positions for 
talented, energetic and fun-loving 
students as counselors in all team 
sports including roller hockey, all ind1-
v1dual sports such as tennis & golf, 
waterfront and pool activities and 
specialty activities including art, 
dance, theatre, gymnasbcs, newspa-
per & radio, TOP SALARIES, room, 
board and travel, June 20-Aug 19. 
enjoy great summer that promises to 
be unforgettable, MAH-KEE-NAC, 
Boys:1-800-753-9118, DANBEE. 
Girls: 1-800-392-3752, 
www.campmkn.com 
Club Med and cruise ships now hir-
ing, free details 1-800-435-4247 
H1ghly-mot1vated and outgoing stu-
dent wanted for part time position 
with Student Advantage, a national 
college marketing firm, short or long 
term. flexible hours. great experi-
ence. pays well. v1st our website at 
www.studentadvantage com and call 
1-800-506-9055 
THIS SPACE FOR RENT. 
Contact Michael Bornstein 
at 274-3208 for more 
information. 
Now Leasing for 
1998-99 Year. 
Dozens of apartments and 
houses, located on South Hill 
and Downtown. Two 
bedrooms up to seven 
bedrooms. Nice cond1t1on; 
most have laundry and 
parking. Call Peter Penniman 
at 387-5897, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
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Track Attack 2 2 
0 s The women's track and field team captures the state title. 
THEl11fACAN 
Gyn,nasts 
annihilate 
ECACfield 
By Jay Miller 
Editor in Chief 
"Dominate in '98." 
It has been the motto of Ithaca College 
gymnastics this year, and it has worked. Since 
coaches Kim and Rick Suddaby heard it on a 
motivational video and brought it to the team, 
there is no question the Bombers have domi-
nated. 
Saturday at the ECAC Championship at 
Ursinus, Ithaca did more than dominate. It 
broke five school records and tied another. Its 
athletes won first and second on vault, bars 
and beam and seized the top two all-around 
scores. It earned 10 of IS individual awards. It 
hit 23 of24 routines. And its success served as 
a message to the other six eastern teams and to 
western contenders Hamline, Gus~avll;S 
Adolphus and Lacrosse-if you want the 
NCGA Championship, you're going to have 
to take it away from Ithaca. 
"A lot of teams tend to doubt our scores," 
said senior Ali McClung, who finished second 
on bars with a 9.25. "We had to prove we [are] 
the best. Today we showed our dominance." 
Ithaca defeated second-place Springfield 
147.825-144.225, setting a new school record 
for top five performers with 183.525 points. 
"We couldn't have asked for anything bet-
ter," senior co-captain Jen Nardone said. "We 
went in thinking we were going to dominate 
and we did." 
In awe of his team's dominating perfor-
mance, Ithaca head coach Rick Suddaby 
could not describe Saturday's success, but 
wife and assistant coach Kim Suddaby could. 
"It shows how awesome we arc," Kim 
Suddaby said. "We're ready [for the NCGA 
Championship]. We've done the right training 
and we're peaking at the right time." 
Saturday morning, sophomore Lindsey 
Mazer was Division Ill's best gymnast. 
Saturday afternoon she was even better. 
Though-shy in interviews, Mazer is not shy 
Jay Miller/fhe Ithacan 
After two consecutive poor weeks on beam, sophomore Liz Horne straightened out her 
routine and placed fourth. Ithaca won 1 O of 15 Individual awards and the ECAC title 
Saturday, defeating second-place Springfield College 147.825-144.225 at Ursinus College. 
in her routines. She broke the Ithaca College 
standard she set a week earlier with 37.5 all-
around points. It was Mazer's second consecu-
tive ECAC all-around title, an improvement of 
.475 from the 1997 championship and .375 
more than Nardone (37.125), this year's sec-
ond-place finisher. 
Sophomore Liz Horne most accurately 
described her roommates performance. 
"She was awesome," Horne said. 
The modest Mazer abo 
broke the only team record 
not held by her or 
Nardone. Michelle Black's 
9 .45 on bars from 1992. 
Mucr\ only mistake 
Saturday wa~ stepping out-
side the square after the 
double back of her lloor 
routine. The mandatory 
two-tenth deduction 
caused Mater ID place 
thin.I by a tenth ot a pnmt. 
Nardone lied Mater·~ 
~chool vault record with a 
9.5, winning the event wnh 
a perfect hand~pring front 
and landing on her second 
attempt. She abo won the 
ECAC balance beam !Ille 
Jay Miller/The Ithacan 
Senior co-captain Jen 
Nardone Is embraced by 
freshman Jen Gandolfo 
after tying teammate 
Lindsey Mazer's school 
vault record with a 9.5. 
for the second straight year with a 9.5. The 
Bombers showed no signs of their early-season 
beam shakiness as Nardone (first), Mazer (sec-
ond), Horne (fourth) and freshman Erin Kahler 
(third) ~wept the first four places and senior 
Kathy Kowalski placed eighth. 
The previous two weeks, Horne fell off the 
beam. Saturday, she hit every move, mcludmg 
her back handspring and layout. 
"Today my goal was to have fun," Horne 
said. "[Before] I was too concerned about win-
ning and getting \he h1ghc~t score." 
Dc~pite once again destroying Its oppo-
nents, Ithaca still must achieve a higher level of 
pOl~C. 
··we JUSt have to woriSon our confidence." 
said Horne, ,..,ho competed in every event but 
uneven bar~ ... We're afraid [when! we make 11 
to [the NCGA Cha111p1onsh1p] we won't thml-.. 
of it a~ a meet " 
Ithaca v1~11~ the Philadelphia area again on 
Saturday tor a meet with the Umvcr~lly ul 
Pcnmylvan1a ,llld Bridgeport bl'fore tal-..111g a 
wel'i...·~ v:tl'atllln A weel-..-,1nd-a-halt ol rrep.1-
r.1111rn will tollu,,. kad111g up to thl' NCCi,\ 
ChampH111,h1p .11 Rhode bland College on 
Friday. Mar-:h :.7 
R1L'I-.. Suddahy ,aid the gllal 1~ to hold the 
peal-.. allll 1-..cep the momentum. Alter la\l 
wee!-..', v1,·trny at the Harriet l\1,1rr.111c.1 
Memorial Ithaca lnv1tat1onal. he ~aid. "\\'c·rL' 
going to w111 ~ome award, [\\"e'reJ going 1<1 ~'L'l 
some reCO)!llltwn and wc·rL' grnng to ,ii,,,\ 
off." 
Not only did they ~how oft. )!Cl ~omc rL·cog 
nition and wm ~omc .1ward,. thc BomhL·r, 
proved Saturday that "D1,m1nalL' 111 ·9x·· 1, 
more than a nwlln-11 \ a rcality. 
Four for four 
ESPN 1~ promoting 1111~ wee!-.. 
a!-. "champ10nsh1p wcck'' for lhc 
NCAA D1vis1on I ha~kcthall con-
ference tournament~. Somconc 
should have told them Ithaca 
College women\ athlc11c, decid-
ed to have a champ1on~h1p wee!-.. 
of thctr own. 
In the span of a week. tour 
South Hill women', !-.quad~ tool-.. 
home state ~------~ 
or regional 
champi-
onship~. 
starting 
with the 
women·~ 
swimming 
and d1vmg 
team. It 
won the 
New York 
S l a l C 
Women's 
Collegiate 
Athletic 
Association Charnp1onsh1p~ at 
the four-day meet. wlrn:h ended 
Saturday, Feb. 21. The ~trcal-.. 
concluded with three more title~ 
this past wccl-..cnd from the gym-
nastics, track and field. and ha,-
ketball team,. 
Along the way, some expec-
tations were surpa~~cd. record~ 
were broken and up~ct~ were 
pulled. 
The S\\ 1mming and di\ mg 
team completed lls undefeated 
season. break~ ~even ~chool 
records 
The gymna~t1c~ team broke 
five ind1v1dual and team ~chool 
record, and tied one, en mute to 
succes~fully defending ih ECAC 
title. 
The basketball team rc,ur-
rcctcd a ,hal-..y sca~on hy dc,trny-
111)! the compct1t1on at the 
NYSWCAA champ1on,h1p. 
mclud111g a,engin)! a 30-prnnt 
lo~s to Ren~sclacr Pol) ted1111c 
In,titute. 
The tracl-.. and field team 
cappL·d off the winning ,trc.11-.. h~ 
captur111g thL· New Yori-.. Stale 
Collcg1ate Track C1rntcrenL·e 
Champ1on,h1p for the f1r~t llllle 
~llll'C 199() 
Anyone who ha, foll,med .1 
,:ollcg1atc sport 1-..!Hm, 1111,, 
mud1 ded1c,llllln 1, put 11111, ,l 
L11.1111p1rn1,h1p ~L·,1,\ln The 1.:.1111 
members ,.1,·11!1CL' L'(llllllkss 
hour, to 11.1111 lrn .1 ch.111,·L· 1<1 
ClllllflL'lL' hll (his. tliL'~ leLL'I\L'd 
thL' ult1111.11e 1.:w.11d----thc~ .trL' 
ch.1111p1<Hh 
F()I SL'\ L'll d.1~ '· thl' lc111.1k 
athklL''> ,,I lth.1-.1 ( ·1,llcgc 111,1d,· 
th1, ,cli,11,I .111d all\(llle a,~0L·1a1-
cd \\ 1th Bomhc1 athkt1c, .1 
, h,llllfll\lll - ,lchlC\L'IIIL'llh llll 
,111, c,111 l,11-..c .iwa, 
Co11g1,11ulatH1n, l:id1c, (lll .1 
, u L. c L' , , r u 1 .. L 11 ,1 m 11 1 1, 11 , 11 1 11 
\\L'CI-.. ·· ;\l.1~hL· LSl'N ,huuld 
Lh,1ngL' 11> ,l11ga11 (() ··Blue and 
(1\lld \\L'CI-.. .. 
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Back in the swing of things 
The 1998 spring wifflcball season has arrived 
at Ithaca College. All players looking to swing for 
the rafters should attend the infonnational meeting 
on Thursday, March 5, al 6 p.m. in Hill ,Center, 
Room 57. Team names and phone numbers will be 
requested al the meeting. 
Reaching new peaks 
The Ski Club will be competing in the nation-
als at Loon Mountain, N.H. on Monday through 
Saturday, March 9-14. On Saturday, Feb. 21, al the 
regionals in Vernon Valley, N.J., the learn placed 
second in a field that included Cornell, Syracuse 
and Cortland. 
This season the Ski Cluh has defeated several 
competitive Division I schools, including Navy, 
Penn State, Princeton, Rutgers and Virginia Tech. 
Four Bombers earn basketball honors 
Four players from the Ithaca College men's and 
women's basketball teams look home all-confer-
ence honors for the 1997-98 season. Senior for-
ward Margo McGowan lopped the list McGowan 
was named to the EAA all-conference first team 
for the third time in her career. She also received 
EAA player-of-the-year honors, while leading the -
conference in points, rebounds and assists. 
From the men's team, senior Eric Pitcher, who 
led the team in blocks and rebounds, was named 
lo the all-conference first team along with sopho-
more Pal Brillon, who led the Bombers in scoring. 
Freshman John Lyons, who won EAA rookie-of 
the-week four limes this season, won co-rookie-of 
the-year honors along with Hartwick's Ryan 
Kelly. Lyons led Ithaca in assists this season. 
Football captains announced at banquet 
Quarterback Mike O'Donovan and linebacker 
Mike Sansone were named co-captains for the 
1998 season at the Ithaca College football team's 
annual banquet last Wednesday. Both athletes 
have enjoyed fine seasons at their respective posi-
tions. O'Donovan, a second-team ECAC quarter-
back and ~pslate New York all star will look lo 
keep up his 1997 record-selling numbers in 1998. 
Sansone will enter his third season as starting 
linebacker next year. In 1997, Sansone recorded 
14 tackles and added an interception. 
Compiled by Ethan Jacoby 
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Men swim- to solid 
fourth-place finish 
By Christopher 
O'Connell 
Ithacan Staff 
The Ithaca College men's 
swimming and diving team 
placed fourth in the Upper New 
York State Collegiate Swimming 
Association (UNYSCSA) 
Championship at Hamilton. 
Union College won the event. 
Strong performances from 
junior Scou Pavlick and sopho-
more Rob Finne may have earned 
invitations to the NCAA Division 
Ill Championship. Only swim-
mers with the top twenty times in 
the nation will go to nationals. 
"It kind of hurts (that I 
probably won't make nationals]," 
Finne said. "But it will give me 
more 10 think about for next 
year." 
With nearly four weeks 
between their last regular-season 
meet and state championships, 
the Bombers used the time to 
reduce overall yardage and to 
hone their skills in particular 
events. This practice method, 
" 
called tapering, netted Ithaca 
many of its best times of the year. 
Heading into the meet, the 
Bombers hoped to place in the top 
three overall. After the finll,4ay of 
competition, they found -tflem-
selves buried in seventh _place. 
Strong second and third-day per-
formances pulled the team into 
fourth place, matching the place-
ment of last year's team. · 
"We are fairly satisfied [ with 
the results of the meet]," said 
head coach Kevin Markwardt. "It 
was not our ultimate goal, but ii 
could have been worse." 
Before the season began, 
Ithaca prepared itself for what it 
felt would be a difficult year. 
Nine wins and five losses later, 
along with a fourth-.place 
UNYSCSA finish, Ithaca can take 
pride in its accomplishment,;. 
"Everybody is disappointed 
that we didn't do better," said 
-senior co-captain Brian Barber. 
"But if we step back and look at 
the tunnoil and trials we went 
through this season, we'll realize 
we haoa very successful year." 
Miller and team succeed. with strong mental· attitu4e 
,, . -
By John Davis 
Ithacan Staff 
Coaches on all levels receive 
recognition and awards for doing 
a great job. People hear about 
coaches like Don Shula and Dean 
Smith for their accomplishments, 
but not many hear about 'Ithaca 
College's women's swimming 
and diving head coach Paula 
MIiier. 
Miller's said her father taught 
her and her five brothers and si~-
ters how to swim when she was 
only five years old at her home in 
Canton, Massachusetts. 
"We grew up as water rats," 
Miller said. "We did a lot of sail-
ing, canoeing, kayaking and 
swimming." 
In 1973, ~he graduated from 
Bridgewater State College. At the 
time, the Bears di! not have a 
women's swim team, so Miller 
swam on the men's team. In 1990, 
she was inducted 10 the Hall of 
Fame at Bridgewater. 
"I feel I'm a better coach than 
I was a swimmer," Miller said. "I 
hope I was inducted for my 
coaching rather than my ~wim-
rrnng." 
After completing her under-
graduate degree at Bridgewater, 
MIiler moved on to Indiana State 
University. There, she completed 
her ma~tcr's degree in physical 
education and was an assistant 
coach for it~ swim team. 
When she finished al Indiana 
State, Miller received her first 
head-coaching job at the 
Univer~ity of Arkansas-
Fayetteville and coached the 
women's team. 
After two years at Fayetteville, 
she packed her bags and traveled 
ea~t in an attempt to earn a doc-
toralc at Springfield College. 
Miller never received her doctor-
ate and said she doesn '1 think 
she' II ever get ii. 
'Tm happy where I am right 
now, academically," Miller said. 
"I sec no reason lo complete it." 
After her time al Springfield 
College, Miller became head 
coach at California State 
University-Sacramento_ She was 
there · for six years before being 
hired by Ithaca College in 1984. 
During her 14-year tenure at 
Ithaca, Miller has compiled some 
remarkable numbers. 
Her team won the New York 
State Women's Collegiate 
Athletic Association (NYSW-
CAA) Championship this season 
for the eighth time in Miller's 
career. Her teams have ncvcr1in-
ished worse than third. 
As head coach of the women's 
team, Miller\ record in dual 
meets is 98-24, a winnmg per-
centage of .803. In her first three 
years, she also coached the men's 
swimming and diving team, lead-
ing it to a record of 29-5 in dual 
meets and a winning percentage 
of .853. Her record proves she 
knows how to win. 
"The athletes need to respect 
the program," Miller said. "They 
need to know that if you do this, 
take these steps, and go about it 
this way, you might swim faster." 
According to Miller, the ath-
letes need to do thia,. because 
swimming is 99 percent mental. 
In her first 13 years at Ithaca, 
73 of Miller's athletes have 
reached all-American status. 
Junior Dara Porterfield competed 
on three all-American relays as a 
freshman and two more as a 
sophomore. 
·:1 think that [Miller] is a fair 
Brad Baldwin/The Ithacan 
Women's swimming and diving head coach Paula Miller watches her team practice for the upcoming 
national championships. In her 14 years as a head coach, Miller has guided Ithaca to a 98-24 record. 
coach," Porterfield said. "She 
leaves room for us to make 
improvement on our own, hut she 
guides us as well." 
This season may prove to be 
Miller's best year as a coach. She 
led her squad lo an undefeated 
season, its first since its inaugural 
season 29 years ago. In addition 
to winning the NYSWCAA title, 
she was named the NYSWCAA 
Coach of the Year for the second 
consecutive year. 
"The athletes and assistant 
coaches bring in different back-
grounds and programs,~· Miller 
said. "I have learned a lot from 
them, and I think that has made 
me a much.better coach now than 
I was years ago." 
Miller helps her swimmers and 
divers in and out of the pool. One 
swimmer who has benefitted 
from her wisdom is senior co-
captain Jenn Earley. 
"[Miller] has taught me a lot 
· over the past four years," Earley 
said. "I have learned more than 
just swimming from her." 
Family is substantial for 
Miller. She married her husband 
19 years ago and has nine-year-
old son. She also owns a 
rottweilcr. 
"It's a nice balance," Miller 
said. "I spend time here and then 
I go home. It keeps everything in 
the right perspective." 
In 1987, Miller won the 
Division III Coach of the Year 
award when her team placed 
fourth at the NCAAs, a feat they 
duplicated in 1989. Miller will try 
to lead her squad to higher ground 
Thursday through Saturday, 
March 12-14, when the Blue and 
(jold sends nine competitors to 
the Championships in S1. Louis. 
DESIGNERS NEEDED 
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State champs denied invitation to dance 
By Jon Alhart 
Ithacan Staff 
The Ithaca College women's 
basketball team can now be com-
pared to Governor George Pataki. 
H , , : . .. • 1 
- ---- - -----
1 j I l ( I '~ • ; ' is 
Both, in 
t h e i r 
respec-
tive pos1llons, are number one in 
New York state. 
Saturday, the Bombers defeat-
ed Skidmore at Nazareth College, 
61-45, in the finals of the New 
York State Women's Collegiate 
Athletic Association (NYSW-
CAA) · tournament. The victory, 
the team's fourth in a row, moved 
its record to 20-6 for the season. 
"It was a do or die situation," 
said junior guard Elizabeth Carty, 
who scored seven points in the 
championship contest. "We all 
wanted it, and we wanted to be 
that group that would [ win the 
state championship] again." 
The Bombers 
were owners of 
two previous 
state champi-
onships before 
capturing their 
third Saturday. 
The last time 
Ithaca won the 
tournament 
was 1993. This 
title reflects 
how the team 
has been play-
ing its best ball 
at the end of 
this season. 
"We've been 
winning all of 
our games at 
the end," said 
junior guard 
Shannon 
Cotton, who 
scored seven 
points against 
Skidmore, a 
team the 
Bombers previ-
ously defeated 
this season 71-
61. 
The South 
Hill squad 
trailed by one 
al the half. 
However the 
Bomber 
defense stifled 
the Thorough-
bred assault in 
the second half, 
holding them to 
three for 22 
Chuck Holliday/The Ithacan 
Freshman forward Kelly Brady practices jump 
shots Thursday before heading off to Nazareth. 
shooting. The 
stingy defense 
enabled Ithaca 
to pull away 
from Skidmore in the second half. 
Junior guard Jen Cotton paced 
the Bomber scoring with 16 
points, while junior forward/cen-
ter Jenn Colby grabbed eight 
rebounds. 
"Our rebounding was great," 
Carty said. "We basically allowed 
them only one shot. There was no 
feeling that we were not going to 
win." 
In order to get to the finals, 
Ithaca exacted revenge on 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
(RPI), a team that embarassed the 
Bombers 79-49 earlier in the sea-
son. Ithaca jumped out to a 32-20 
halftime lead on route to a 62-45 
victory. Senior forward Margo 
McGowan led the attack, scoring 
18 points and 11 rebounds. 
"They might have come in 
thinking we were more of the 
same team that we were the first 
time we played them," Cotton 
said. "We came in with a better 
mindset. I think we knew we 
could beat them and play with 
them." 
This Bomber team showed it 
was not the same team as the one 
which played RPI earlier in the 
season. Winning eight of its last 
nine games and 12 of its last 14, 
accentuates the squad's depth, tal-
ent, cohesiveness, and confi-
dence. The depth and talent have 
been there all season, but the two 
"C's" allowed the ballclub to 
improve it's performance on the 
court. 
"Our defense has imp~oved," 
said sophomore forward Shari 
Wilkins. "And our inside-outside 
game on offense got better as the 
season went along." 
Unfortunately, Ithaca's solid 
play and twenty win season did 
not translate into an NCAA bid, 
which the team obtained for the 
first time in history last season. 
Two lossess to EAA rival Elmira, 
one by one point, is probably the 
reason Ithaca did not get invited 
to the Big Dance. Elmira would 
have made it to the finals of the 
NYSWCAA, but fell to Skidmore 
in the semifinals. 
"We wanted to face [Elmira] in 
the finals," said Carty. "They had 
beaten us twice, and we wanted to 
beat them because that could have 
helped our NCAA hopes. It was 
good to win the whole thing 
though." 
"It feels great to be state 
champions," Wilkins said. "It's 
disappointing to not make 
NCAA's, but hopefully we can 
send the seniors out with an 
ECAC Championship." 
The Bombers have a lot to be 
proud of for the 1997-98 season. 
A 20 win season, state champions 
for just the third time in team his-
tory, and 12-2 in their last 14 
games. The team hopes to com-
plete its impressive resume with a 
strong showing in this weekend's 
ECAC Championship tourna-
ment. 
Ithaca, seeded number one. 
will host Cortland, a team 1t ha~ 
beaten twice already this ~cason, 
on Friday night. 
The winner will play either 
Genesco or St. Lawrence m the 
championship game on Saturday 
at Geneseo. 
Red Dragons breakdown 
Cortland (16-10) 
Friday, 6 p.m., at Geneseo 
Leading 9COI".,.: Kristie Meyer (12.6 ppg), Shonna Sargent (12.2), Lauren 
Egan (7.2). 
Leading reboundera: Liu Coxson (6.4 rpg), Tara Ruckh (4.9), Meyer (4.4). 
Last game: Cortland lost to Geneseo 89-65 in the State University of New 
Yot1t Athletic Conference Tournament Saturday at Utica. 
HacMo-hNd: The Red Dragons lead the all-time series 23-22. Ithaca 
defeated Cortland in their last meeting, 56-39, February 9, 1998. 
MhlceUaneoua: The Bombers enter Friday's contest seeded number one in 
the ECAC Tournament against the number four seed Cortland. 
Men's hoops falls 
By John H. White 
Ithacan Staff 
The rollercoastcr ride the 
men's basketball team was 
taking has ended. 
Card1mils 80 
Bombers 70 
In the 
quarter-
finals of 
the ECAC Tournament, the 
eighth-seeded Bombers lost lo 
number one seed Plattsburgh, 
Wednesday, 80-70. This marks 
the end of the season for the 
Blue and Gold, after losing 
five of the its last six games. 
Ithaca (14-12) took a 64-62 
lead with seven minutes left in 
the second half, but the 
Cardinals ( 17-9), seeded num-
ber six in the east region, took 
control of the game at the free 
throw line and never looked 
back. 
The South Hill squad was 
down by 10 with twelve min-
utes left, but sophomore guard 
Pat Britton scored 12 of his 28 
pomts in a three minute span, 
giving Ithaca the lead. Britton 
produced his best game a~ a 
Bomber after earning fir~t-
tcam all-EAA honors earlier in 
the week. 
The Cardinals overcame the 
comeback of Eric Pitcher, as 
the all-EAA senior tri-captain 
returned after missing the last 
five games with a severely 
sprained ankle. Pitcher pro-
duced a gutsy performance, 
scoring 11 points and grabbing 
six reboundt,. 
Ithaca will spend the next 
eight months wondering what 
could have been this season, 
following a subpar finish. 
After beating national power-
house St. John Fisher, it looked 
as though the Bombers could-
have gone far into the postsea-
son, but untimely injuries and 
skeptical road play overcame 
the squad. 
Fifth place in New York 
By Gerilyn Curtin 
Ithacan Staff 
Although the men's track and 
field team had some high-level 
performances, it did not meet its 
high expectations and placed fifth 
at the New York State Collegiate 
Track Conference Championship 
Friday and Saturday at Union 
College. 
Out of the 57 points the team 
amassed, 33 were earned by 
senior Mark Bowles and senior 
co-captain David Kelley, both 
field athletes. Bowles placed sec-
ond in the long jump (6.8 meters) 
and sixth in the high jump ( 1.88). 
Kelley is now the two-time state 
champion in the triple jump 
(13.92 meters) and the champion 
in the high jump (l.98 meters). 
"(It's] just what I expected. I 
sho\V up, perform [and] do what I 
am supposed to do," Kelley said. 
"I knew I could do it, I knew I 
was going to do it, and I did it. 
Birig, ',bang, boom. Not one 
jumper in the state can beat me 
ever." 
The 3,200-meter relay team, 
composed of freshmen Nick Ryan 
and M .. u Trolio, junior Scott 
Williams and senior co-captain 
Chris Waldron finished in second 
place (8: 15.99) behind Brockport. 
Junior Ian Golden took third in 
the 3,000-meter run (9:07.33). 
During the 500-meter dash, 
number-one seed sophomore 
Mike Pedersen hit a hurdle on the 
side of the track while leaning in 
around a corner in the first I 00 
meters and finished in seventh 
place. 
"I think I ran, in the 500, the 
best race of my life, but unfortu-
nately I hit the hurdle," Pedersen 
said. "I railed it really hard. It 
slowed me down and it stopped 
me almost completely in my 
tracks. I had to pretty much restart 
the race. If it wasn't for that, I 
would've had an amazing time." 
Some members of the South 
Hill squad said the facilities at 
Union affected their performance. 
Union's track was only 160-
meters around. Prior to this meet, 
the team had competed on a 200-
meter track. 
"I think the facilities and the 
layout were the main problem-it 
added confusion," Bowles said. "I 
don't think it was people's lack of 
preparation for the mt;et. I don't 
think it was 
coach's lack of 
preparation. I 
think it had a 
lot to do with 
people show-
ing up and 
being unortho-
dox." 
The team's 
unfamiliarity 
with the track 
also played a 
part in its per-
f or man c e, 
Bowles said. 
Head coach 
Jim Nichols 
said the pres-
sure from the 
Bombers' suc-
cess last year 
and placing 
second at · the 
state meet 
affected how 
the team per-
formed. 
· Chuck Holliday/The Ithacan 
Crouched at the starting line, Eric Sambolec (left), Erron Hubbell and Scott Capozza 
wait for the gun. The men's team heads to the ECAC Championship on Saturday. 
"I think we just had very high 
expectations to do well, and 
sometimes when you carry that 
extra weight of expectation, you 
don't do as well. 
"It wasn't that they wercn 't added. 
trying; it was actually that they The team·~ ECAC qualifier~ 
were trying too hard. It's kind of now look ahead to the ECAC 
like in quicksand. You get m Champ1011~h,p at Brandea~ 
quicksand, and the harder you Univcr~1l) un Friday anJ 
struggle. the quicker you fall," he Saturday. 
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Bringing home the title 
By Michael Kennedy 
Ithacan Staff 
Ch,11np1on~h1p teams arc never 
compri~cd of only one great alh-
klL'. 
The women·~ indoor track and 
field team proved thal a full roqer 
of quahly athletes can heat a team 
w11h one or two superb athletes al 
Salurday's New York Slalc 
Collegiate Track Conference 
(NYSCTC) Champ1on~hip. 
Ithaca\ team effort produced 126 
lolal team pomts, enough to win 
1hc 1997-98 NYSCTC meet. 
St. Lawrence Univers11y, who 
f1111~hcd second with 109 pomt~. 
cnlcrcd with only a handful of 
~,rong athlete~. whJCh lcfl !hem 
vulncrahlc to lhe depth of Ithaca. 
"I am cxlrcmcly proud. ll was 
a 101al I cam effort," head coach 
Kelli Bert said. "Take one person 
oul, and we m1ghl nol have won". 
llhaca devoured the compcti-
11on with a balanced attack, led by 
lwo individual state champions 
and a wmnmg relay team. Fifth-
year ~e111or Mcla111e Della Rocco 
won the 800-mctcr dash with a 
lune of 2:22.36, and sophomore 
Courtney Smith won the 200-
mctcr dash (26.87). Smith abo 
fmished second in the 400-meter 
da~h (61.05). The 4x800-meter 
relay ~quad, composed of sopho-
more Rayne Dingman, freshman 
Lauren Byler, junior Lisa Freitag 
and ~cnmr Erin O'Connell fin-
ished first with a time of 9:49.22 
Devin Mack/The Ithacan 
Freshman Heidi Fink manuevers to put herself over the pole In 
the high jump during the Kane lnvatltional at Cornell on Feb. 21. 
"We lost to St. Lawrence last 
year," Della Rocco ~aid. '.'This 
year, I St. Lawrence] had to enter 
their great athletes in multiple 
events. Our tremendou~ group 
effort was enough to wm thi~ 
year." 
Senior co-t:aplam Heu.Ji 
N1chob qualified for the NCAA 
Divi~ion III Championships in the 
high jump with a Jump of 5'6". 
She joined sophomore Ali Meier 
a~ one of the only 1wo Bombers to 
qualify for nationals. Nichob' 
performance placed her second in 
lhc mccl. and Meier followed 
clo~cly bchrnd, fini~h1ng 111 1hird 
place. 
"The jumpers were all feeling 
good about lhc meet," Nichols 
said. "After we made finals on 
Friday night, we looked to the rest 
of the team. They inspired us." 
Ithaca finished second in the 
800-metcr dash on the strength of 
Byler's time of 2:22.89, less than 
a second slower than teammate 
Della Rocco's winning time. The 
4x400-meter relay crossed the fin-
ish line with a second-place time 
of 4: 17.45. Junior co-captain Lisa 
Good placed second in both the 
45-metcr and 500-meter dash, 
running the distances in 6.1 sec-
onds and I :21. 73, respectively. 
Coach Bert, who was named 
NYSCTC Coach of the Year, did 
not name one or two athletes who 
clinched the championship. 
Instead, she spoke of the team's 
comhmcd effort. -
"This champion~hip reflects 
lhc tolal accumulation of every-
r 
~®llrr 
Student Fares 
PBIDAYS! 
7 Schedules Daily To Rew York City 
3 Schedules Daily 
Westchester & Long Island 
\ 
JFK •laGuardia•Newark 
SPECIAL COUPONS! 
body," Bert said. "Every person 
on this team earned this champi-
onship. Even the athletes who did 
not score points still made valu-
able contributions." 
Regarding her award as coach 
of the year, Bert refused to take 
all the credit. 
"This is a nice honor, but it is 
a reflection of the team's effort," 
Bert said. "The athletes and 
coaching staff arc the ones who 
earned this award. I get the 
plaque, hut it belongs to the 
team." . 
The Bomhcrs have little time 
to reflect on their victory. Next 
week, Ithaca travels to Boston 
University to compete in the 
ECAC Championship meet. If 
Ithaca hopes to make it two 
championships in two weeks, it 
must remember the key to win-
ning the state meet ... an all-out, 
complete team efforl. 
CAMOUFLAGE 
far 
PAINTBALL 
HOLLLY'S 
SURPtUS 
605 W. State ST. 
Open 9 to 5:30 Mon-Sat. 
For Holiday Shopping At Woodbury Common Premium Outlets 
Show your ticket stub! 
FREE PARKING 
277-6063 
•Genuine GI 18 Our Forts Ti111berland • Rockport • Tommy Hilfiger • Nine West 
~I-ICFITf..lE· www.sh~rtlinebus.com 
Ithaca Bus Terminal • 710 West State St. • 277-8800 
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Solid ··knockout 
for prize fighter 
By Jeffrey Kane 
Sports Editor 
See photos on page 24 
Like Rocky Balboa making 
his triumphant return to the 
ring, Ithaca College boxer 
Scott Kelley picked up where 
he left off last year, making his 
opponent look like Ivan Drago. 
After nearly a year away 
from the ring, the sophomore 
re-emerged with a second-
round TKO over Geneva boxer 
Lloyd Garcia. 
Kelley dominated the fight, 
part of a I 0-bout card at the 
Greater Ithaca Activities 
Center, from the outset. Garcia 
tried to mount a comeback late 
in the first round with a fury of 
punches that seemed to have 
little or no effect. 
"I didn't want to tire myself 
out right at the beginning," 
Kelley said. "I let him come in 
with his shots just to Jct him 
know he's not affecting me. 
It's a little give-and-take so he 
knows I'm respecting him as a 
boxer, but also to psyche him 
out of his game, letting him 
know that his ··punches don't 
mean anything to me." 
Garcia barely survived the 
first round after being given 
two standing eight-counts. He 
was saved only because an 
injury forced Kelley to switch 
boxing styles. 
"Towards the end of the 
first, when he came in, I 
dropped a straight left and 
threw a right hook io the 
head," Kelley said. "I don't 
know what happened, if I 
extended too much, but I 
caught a cramp in my left leg, 
causing me to switch up from 
my regular southpaw stance to 
my orthodox stance." 
The second round began 
with Kelley continuing the 
onslaught and causing a third 
standing eight-count. The 
fight was finally stopped with 
a fourth and final eight-count 
at I :40 in the second round. 
Referee Joe McShca 
explained that, by rule, he had 
lo stop the fight. 
"He was given his fourth 
standing eight-count, which 
means he was disqualified," 
McShea said. "The coach 
threw in the towel anyway, but 
it's my call. The job is safety 
in there. You don '1 want to sec 
anyone get hurt. [Garcia) took 
some pretty solid shots, and I 
thought he needed a break. He 
was just outclassed." 
The doctor checked Garcia 
after the fight for a potential 
broken nose that had started to 
bleed. The doctor discovered 
it was not broken. 
"His nose wa-; bleeding a 
bit. I think I caught him with a 
right hand down the pike," 
Kelley said. "That was it 
be~ause he started backing µp. 
Once you get a fight~r 
bac:kpedaling, it's all .over 
because it takes more oul of:.. 
fii:~ter to back up than it do~s 
to CQl!le forward." 
Chet Cashman and Dan 
Akers, set up the bouts. The 
pair- -has- trained Kelley siRce-
lao;t ~car . 
. 4sH,it had his first two 
bouts last year, then I told him 
to lay off because of finals. He 
missed the Golden. Gloves, 
and he could have won." 
Cashman said. "He's a good 
boxer. Tonight he got a little 
excited in the first rpund, then 
when he calmed down he hit 
his punches., I think that 
comes with seasoning." 
Kelley, who received the 
Roy Dows Memorial award 
for outstanding fighter of the 
night, will return to action for 
the !\.:w York stair amateur 
championship~ m1 .it1mla: J 
March 28, in Corl ,d. 
.._______________ ··-- ---
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By The Numbers------~.;,.·. Complied by · Dan Abbott 
.e:....:: ~11amt 
Team Lat year Pia. 
1. Wooster 46-8 242 
2. Carthage 
3. N. Carolina Wesleyan 
40-10 240 
40-7 237 
31-13 234 4. Wisconsin-Stevens 
5. Bridgewater 
6. Ohio Wesleyan 
7. Wisconsin-Oshkosh 
8. Methodist 
9. Cal Lutheran 
1 o. William Paterson 
11. Southern Maine 
12. Marietta 
13.Chapman 
14.Cortland 
15. Rensselaer 
16. E. Connecticut St. 
17.Aurora 
18. Allentown 
19.Emory 
20. Virginia Wesleyan 
21.Albright 
22. St. Thomas 
23.lthaca 
24.Amherst 
25. Montclair St. 
26. Wartburg 
27. Southwestern 
28. MacMurray 
29. Mary Washington 
30. Old Westbury 
29-11-1 230 
29-13-1 227 
27-10 224 
31-10 223 
35-10 220 
33-9 216 
39-9 215 
43-7 213 
31-16 212 
31-10 207 
31-8 204 
31-13 201 
36-9-1 196 
29-12 184 
32-16 180 
31-12 178 
19-14 173 
35-9 170 
26-16 167 
26-6 162 
24-20-1 161 
30-16 159 
37-7 157 
36-13 150 
28-7 148 
24-10 143 
Medal standings 
Q¥11UMIGI all ECAC CIWNlfonlblAI lFeb. 28): 
Janmullll: 
1. lhKa 147.825 
2. Spmglleld 144.225 
3. COl1land 142.475 
4. lJnllnus 141.275 
ltlult. 
1. Jen Nardone 
2. LJndMrllamr-
3. Sonia Elefson 
Ulmlnlllll; 
1. LlndNr Mamr-
2. Aleon llcClung 11111na--. 
1. JMNwdane 
2. LlndNr -Em--. 
1. ~Elelson 
2. Verora Maluro 
s. LlndNr-
MtoNodi 
1. LlndNr-
2. JenNlrdone 
3. ~Ellf9cJn 
5. M.I.T. 140.275 
6. Rhode Island 139.300 
7. Brockport 135.725 
11.5 llhllc:a 
11.425 llhllc:a 
94 M.I.T. 
11.5 llhllc:a 
11.325 llhllc:a 
9.35 M.I.T. 
9.3 Cortland 
11.25 llhllc:a 
37.500 IUlaca 
37.125 llhllc:a 
36.950 M.I. T. 
Pool play 
~--·-llllna ll.1111QNYIICIAQWDPIAlllblPI: 
Illa--. 
1.l)DI 
2. Hamllon 
3. Hal1wlck 
....... 
5. LeMoyne 
--trrl!ddlwf -mm. 
1oo-,.nl ........ Scott Pavlick second 
1oo-,an1 blWlba. Rob Flme second 
21»,-d in,,,,.,..: Kurt Jorgensen fourth 
21»,-11 ...-.,: Brian Barber fourth 
21»,-11......,.. ,_,: Ithaca fourth 
21»,-11 ....., ,_,: Ithaca second 
4IIO-,ard....., ,_,: Ithaca third 
Athletes of the week · ,. ... __ 
Women's track and field team 
At the NYSCTC Championship at Union College 
Saturday, the women's track and field team won its first 
state title in eight years. Ithaca scored 126 points in the 
two-day meet to clinch its third state title in the pro-
gram's history. Sophomore Courtney Smith and gradu-
ate student Melanie Della Rocco earned individual state 
championships in the 200-meters and the 800-meters. 
The Bombers also won the 4x400-meter relay. The 
championship is the first for coach Kelli Bert. 
Champions . "d"l Final Polls · _;'~ 
.. ~a 
tm&Il. YmmlD:I Jmk 111d Ellld ~ 
Id Unlllll (Feb. 27-21): 
:r..nSt:mn;. 
:r..n fll_, :r..n 
1. llhaca 126 8. Hamilton 
2. St Lawrence 109 9. Fl9donia 
3. Geneseo 91.5 10. Harwick 
4. Bir9Wmton 65 11. Oswego 
5. Rensselaer 60 12. Buffalo State 
6. Broclq)ort 48 13. Alfred 
7. Rochesl8r 43 14. Union 
l.lblla - k,dhddual 11!:mn: high Jump: Hekl Nichols 
triple Jump: Katie Al>lnskl 
45--melera: Lisa Good 
200-metars: Courtney Smith 
~ Cour1ney Smith 
soo--m.tara: Lisa Good 
11C1CkM1era: Malaria Della Rocco 
Lauren Byler 
1,oc,c,.me.ra: Rayne Dingman 
~: Katie Burdette 
4x400 meear .-.lay: Ithaca 
4JIIIOO.malar relay: Ithaca 
dlatance medley nlay: Ithaca 
fll_, 
21 
19 
18 
7 
6 
4 
1 
second 
third 
second 
first 
second 
second 
first 
second 
fourth 
fifth 
second 
first 
second 
Men's EAA basketball standings 
League Qverall 
Team w L w b 
Nazareth 9 1 18 7 
Ithaca 6 4 14 11 
RIT 5 5 13 12 
Utica 4 5 9 14 
Elmira 4 6 10 15 
Hartwick 1 8 7 17 
Women's EAA basketball standings 
League Qyecall 
To.am w L w L 
Elmira 8 2 20 6 
Nazareth 8 2 15 10 
Ithaca 6 4 20 6 
Hartwick 6 4 12 12 
Utica 2 8 11 13 
RIT 0 10 2 23 
Game calendar-March S~March 11 
-
HOME DAWAY 
THURS. 5 FRI. 6 
ii 
"ii ECAC Semifinal vs. Cortland at 
~m Geneseo 6 p.m. 
"i ~ . • • C [ 
Cl 
:11J ~ i;: 
... 
f g, i e-E~ _c :-cs 
0> 1 NCAA Division Ill :§ ;; Championship at • ~ Upper Iowa 
SAT. 7 SUN. 8 
Pennsylvania 
with Bridgeport 
1 p.m. 
ECAC 
Championship at 
Wheaton 5 p.m . 
NCAA Division Ill 
Championship at 
Upper Iowa 
NlmNH Travel ~ 
OEI: Coacil ot1 l11ern1ioal 
Ea?tiDul Euhuge 
206 B Dryden Road,· 
Ithaca 
'{607) 277-0373 
, ,(' .... 
MON.9 TUES. 10 WED. 11 
Bill Cooke 
Above Triphamrner Plaza 
35 Cinema Dr. 
- Ithaca, NY 14850 
Cadillac-Oldsmobile-Toyota 
Bus: (607) 257-1515 
Fax:(607) 257-4542 
bcooke@clairityconnect.com 
, 
En1oy a helpful and rewarding Camp summer at Camp Sussex, which 
Sussex is located in the beautiful mountains of northern New 
Jersey and is about one hour 
from New York City. We need 
M/F counselors, head pioneering, 
social worker, and LPN/RN/ 
~tudent Nurse. Salaries are 
attractive! Please call for more information or write to: 
Camp Sussex 33 Blatherwick Or. Berlin, N.J. 08009 Phone 
(609)753-9265 or (718)261-8700 E-mail-Cardy1@AOL.com 
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Fight referee Joe McShea raises Kelley's left arm In the air Friday 
night after the Ithaca Colleqe sophomore defeated Lloyd Garcia 
of Geneva Boxing Club in a second-round technical knockout. 
Seniors Ephraim Stevens (left), Mike Henderson (center) and Junior Justin 
"J.J." Joseph watch Kelley, who Is Stevens' cousin, fight for the first time In 
1998 Friday night at the Greater Ithaca Activities Center on N. Albany Street. 
• ''. ,. ' '~ ;;i1 
,· 
.i'I-,. 
H -- •.,, 
Trainer Danny Alkes fastens Kelley's headgear In the Greater 
Ithaca Activities Center basement boxing rooin. Kelley, a 
Washington, D.C. native, has been boxing since the age of 11. 
\ 
Kelley reads from the Bible, quoting verses cf" loud before lacing his boxing 
gloves and headgear. He also mentally prepares himself by listening to music. 
I· 
I 
Lord~f the ring 
Sophomore Scott Kelley has n~ sympathy for 
those he meets between the ropes. If you have 
gloves on and you hear.. a bell, you'd better hope 
you're not across from thi, Bomber honecrusher. 
Just ask Lloyd Garcia. 
Kelley pounded Lloyd Garcia of Geneva Boxing 
Club Friday night, winning In the second round. 
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A Gulde to :Bomber Intercollegiate Athletics 
-- ~ 4 ,_ 
.,/ '"':° I' r.. - ,..: 
... ~ ,, , . , , , 
Consistency stressed 
f o.r. balanced ball club 
topic of conversation when the 
Bombers arrive down south. 
Behind the plate, several 
players are fighting for a starting 
role. Ithaca will bring four 
catchers lo Florida to 
fill a position 
where seniori-
ty will not 
ncccssari ly 
dictate playing 
time. 
By Ryan Lillis 
Ithacan Staff 
If a Renaissance man pursues 
a well-rounded education and the 
study of all aspects of life, then 
perhaps the Ithaca College base-
ball team is a Renaissance learn. 
Head coach George Valesente, 
starling his 20th year as the 
Bombers' skipper, has stressed 
the importance of depth in every 
facet of the game. 
"Physically, we possess a little 
hit of everything," he said. "I 
think we possess some speed 
offensively, some power offen-
sively and the ability to hit for 
average. To me, those arc the 
three things that create the_ bal-
ance we need." 
Last year, Ithaca proved to 
have many of the necessary tools 
to succeed. The Bombers hit .326 
as a team, bashed 23 home runs 
and stole 88 bases, finishing with 
a 26-16 record. 
But players move on. They 
graduate, leaving holes in the 
Bomber line-up. This spring, 
Ithaca will have to deal with three 
key departures: third baseman 
Tom Carroll, first baseman Brian 
Maher and pitcher Chris Francis. 
The process of filling the 
holes begins next week when the 
team travels to Florida, in search 
of warm weather and answers. 
1ne pitching staff is certainly an 
issue Valescnte and his staff will 
need to face. 
"We're gonna play seven 
games in four days, which means 
we'll have lo start seven different 
pitchers," he said. 'That ought to 
give us a look al what we need." 
A strong rotation of hurlers, 
anchored by seniors Ben Maslona 
and Ian Stringer, will look for its 
third and fourth starters as the 
season progresses. 
Vying for the final spots in the 
rotation are juniors Justin 
McEnroe, Gregg Pidgeon and 
Josh Chase. Junior Bryan Gaal 
will provide relief from the 
bullpen. 
"[The final spots will be filled 
by] people who can throw 
strikes and pitch cmisis-
tcntly," Chase said. 
In the infield, the defense is 
strong up the middle but 
unproven at the corners. 
However, the Bombers arc 
not without options. Senior 
Bob Ruggiero will split 
time between first base 
and the outfield, as 
will senior Andy 
Cuykcndall. 
Al third base, 
there is no 
apparent 
front-run-
Thc 
" [Freshman] 
Gabe [Ruane] 
appears to he the 
\ front runner based on 
'· the experience he got 
. ; this fall," Valcscntc 
said. "At this stage, he 
seems to be the best-
composed." 
In the outfield, Ithaca 
will look to a core of veter-
made up of Cuykendall, 
Mike 
and 
senior Jason 
Deland, a trio that 
combined to hit 
.367 last year. 
"I think this is 
probably the 
most talented 
team overall 
that I' vc 
File Photo/rhe Ithacan 
The Men's baseball team will rely on consistent pitching, fielding and hitting to be successful this 
season. The squad travels to Florida over spring break to begin the season with a 1 o game road trip. 
years," Cuykcndall said. 
The Bombers will rely on 
their talent to attempt to win a 
national champwnship, a feat 
they have not achieved !-.incc 
1988. 
"Every year, this year includ-
ed, we aspire to win a national 
champion!->h1p," Valcscntc said. 
"Am I aspiring for something that 
is unattainable? I'd have to !-,ay 
no 
.. 
The Bombers' Journey begins 
on March 7 when they face 
Rollins College in the first of I 0 
games played hclow the Mason-
Dixon line. They return to 
Freeman Field on March 27 to 
host Oswego. 
Around 
thehom 
Coach: George 
Valesente (20th 
year) 
Last Year: 26-
16 
Key Losses: Chris Francis 
(P), Tom Carroll (38) 
Captains: Chris Snover 
(Sr., 2B), Ben Maslona (Sr., 
P) 
Players to Watch: 
Maslona, Andy Cuykendall 
(Sr., OF), Jason Deland 
(Sr., OF), Ian Stringer (Sr., 
P), Mike O'Donovan (Jr., 
OF) 
Turf: Bucky Freeman Field 
Home Opener: Friday, 
March 27 vs. Oswego 
Don't Miss: Sunday, Apnl 
26 vs. Rensselaer 
Goal: Win NCAA Division 
Ill National Championshrp 
Men will not let their cage be rattled 
Amy Witting/The Ithacan 
Senior goalie Matt Troy awaits some action at a recent practice. 
Last season Troy made a career high 184 saves for the Bombers. 
By .Gerilyn M. Curtin 
Ithacan Staff 
The men's lacrosse team loob 
good on paper, hut can it perform 
on turf'! 
After lo~1ng the f1r~t two 
game!-, of last sca!-,on, the 
Bombers rebounded to wm nmc 
of the next IO. The ~cason ended 
with a loss to Gcttyshurg. 
This year Ithaca looks to build 
upon last year's su~ccss. 
'There is a lot of room for 
improvement from last year\ 
team," senior co-captain Joey 
Hope said. "We're going to be our 
worst enemy. If we mess up, 
that's why we're going to lose, 
Neffing Goals 
Coach: Jeff Long ( 11th year) 
Last Year: 9-4 
not because there arc other team~ 
that arc heller." 
The Bombers morale •~ po~,-
tivc and ~hould not he a prnhlcm. 
Head 1:oach Jeff Long •~ optr-
nmtic. 
"We're trying to pick up 
where we left off la~t year, not ~o 
much in the Gctty~burg game. but 
prior to that when we were play-
ing real healthy and at a real good 
pace," Long said. "I don't sec that 
things will change drastically 
except we want to he able to go to 
more people and keep our lcvd 
up:· 
Despite losing four senior~ to 
graduation last year, the team 
remains enthusiastic with a ~quad 
Key Lossee: Dylan Pensabene (M), Matt Currie 
(D) 
Captelnsl Stephen Fiorelli (So., M), Joey Hope 
(Sr., A), Matt Troy (Sr., G), Ben Zebelman (Sr., D) 
Players to Watch: Hope, Troy, E.J. MacCaull (So., 
A), Jason Pacioni (Jr., A) 
Turf: Upper Terrace Field 
Home Op!ner: Wednesday, March 25 vs. Nazareth 
Don't Miss: Wednesday, March 25 vs. Nazareth 
Goal: Win'league title and go to playoffs 
!hat mcludc, 11111c ,enlln~ 
'"I feel very confidenl. We 
ha\e a lot ol ~cnH1r~ on lhL· 
1eam-.t lot of ~enH>r lcadcr,hq1 ... 
,cmor Ken Bernheim ,aid ··\\'e 
c,11nc a long \\ay \\ 11h our ,en1u1 
clas~. and we h.,vc a ~olid L·l.1" "' 
recruit~ 1n the lrc,hman c:l.i" ·· 
The South l-1111 :-quad,, ill he a 
1,,·0-hcadcd mon~tcr \\ 1th 1h 
goalkccp111g and altad. One 
head, the dcfcn~c. •~ led hy ~C!lH>r 
co-captain Matt Troy. who com-
piled 184 save~ l.1,t ,ca~on The 
other head, the offcn~c. guided 
by Hope and ,c111or Ja~on Pac1on1 
and supported hy _1umor:-. E J 
MacCaull and Damon Oliver 
The team doc~ not h,t\C an 
ca~;, agenda a~ 1t faL·c~ tough 
compel 1110n 111 1h SupL'r S 1, 
League. 
'"All ol our galllL':-. 1n our 
league arc gomg to be vcr:, com-
pct1 ti vc this year:· Long ~aid 
'"We look at every game ,1, a new 
d1allengc. and ,o 11ght nu\\, 
wc·rc putting all our cllorh 
t1marJ~ gcttmg rc,1Jy. There 1, 
rwt an ca:-.y game on !he ,chcd-
ulc. unfortunately·· 
The Blue and (,1,ld", l1r,1 
game 1, .it Mon IL lair St.tlL· 
l 1ni\cr~ll;, on March ~I 
~A THE ITHACAN 
Men jump to outdoors 
File Photo/The Ithacan 
The men's track and field team moves from the Indoor season to the outdoor, starting on April 
4, when they host the Ithaca Invitational. Ithaca took third place at the home meet last season. 
By Dan Abbott 
Ithacan Staff 
One down, one to go. 
With the indoor track and 
field year coming to a close, 
the men's track and field team 
will now turn its attention to 
the outdoor season. The last 
few months of indoor competi-
tion, while a season of Its own, 
will hopefully prove to he a 
butlding block for the outdoor 
phase of the year. 
"How our people do in 
the~e indoor meets will give us 
a good indication of how 
we're going to do outdoors," 
head coach Jim Nichols said. 
"This is the time of year for'us 
to hopefully pull some things 
together as a team." 
This year's squad po~scss-
es an interesting mix of experi-
ence and youth. Co-captains 
Chns Waldron and David 
Kelley provide senior leader-
ship, and runners sophomore 
Matt Trolio and freshman Matt 
Hopp contribute the enthusi-
asm of newcomers. 
"One of the good things about 800 meters. 
being a freshman is that I can "We have probably the 
work for ~he team or against strongest team we've had in a 
them," Hopp said. "They don't while," sophomore sprinter 
really know: what to expect." , J as o n K u c m a_ .s a i d . 
One of th~ goals for the teall) , ''Everything seems [q bq click-
is to qualify for the national I ' jng really well COf(lirh ,out of 
championship this season. Last' 1 the winter season.": j · 
year, senior jumper Mark Bowles Nichols said while winning 
qualified for the NCAA Division is important, having athletes 
III Championship in the long give their best is more crucial. 
jump. This year, Bowles will "Where we finish in meets 
attempt to repeat the feat. is relatively unimportant," 
Tc:am members attempting to Nichols said. "My goal is to 
qualify in other events include make sure that each and every 
senior Andy Weishaar and junior athlete on our team competes 
Ian Golden in the hurdles and to the best of his ability." 
steeplechase, while junior Chris The season starts April 4 
Waldron attempts to qualify in the with the Ithaca Invitational. 
On Y?Ur mark I 
Coach: Jim Nichols (12th year) • \ 
Last Year: two second-place finishes, two third- I•\ 
place finishes ~i:· -· , _ 
Key Losses: Mike Lewek, Jess Hafner . 
Captains: Chris Waldron (Sr.), David Kelley (Sr.) 
Athletes to Watch: Kelley, Mike Pedersen (So.), Mike 
Henn (So.) . :.il 
Turi: Butterfield Stadium 111 l" 
Don't Mlsa:. Saturday, April 4, Ithaca Invitational · 
Goal: Win NYSCTC Championship 
Smashing the competitio~ 
B R' k M u· will be returning sophomores The two are also;doubles part-
y I hie 5a fifson Jean-Jam(I Rojer and Matthew 11ers. ; 1 11 i -t acan ta S h 'T · I ' 
--- - -- ------- -·------ - c ultz. he number-lhree player " t doesn t mattcr- Ito me who 
Undefeated. will he freshman Howie is number one," Rojer-said. "I am 
This is a word circulating Edelstein. Starting at the fourth always helping hirri, and he helps 
around the Ithaca College men's spot, there will be heavy compe- me. It's all about getting the learn 
tennis team. Can it happen'' Only tit1on. Junior captain Tom Bishop better." 
time will tell. figures to'be in this mix. Other members 01· the team 
The men's team is coming off "I've mainly played in the expected to provide a contribu-
a 1997 campaign when they post- fourth, fifth and sixth spots over t10n are freshmen Ari Roberts and 
cd a record of 11-2. This year's my career," Bishop said. "I Rick Grubb. Sophomore Andy 
team may he younger. but it has expect us to go undefeated as a Orowitz also figures to be in the 
expcnencc. Head coach Tim team. I am a little disappom1ed starting singles lineup. 
Faulkner expects a strong season that our schedule doesn't include Although the team hasn't 
from this year's team. anybody ranked ahead of us." determined a particular set of 
"I really don't sec any proh- Rojcr and SchultL arc very goals, going undefeated is on 
lcm,," Faulkner said. "The kids clo~c and each may occupy the many team members' minds. The 
have been working hard over the top spot at times in the season. youth of this year's team will be a 
wmter. I thmk one thing they'd Although the two arc m compcti- factor, but skill and determination 
like to do 1~ come out this year tion for the top spot, they try to may prove to influence the team's 
and go undefeated." help each other out as much as final record even more. 
·111e team·~ top two player~ pos~iblc for the good of the team. The Blue and Gold will begin 
their journey toward an undefeal-Rack&f atfack ed season when they travel to 
Elmira on March 30. Ithaca will 
Coa,ch: Tim Faulkner (2~1~ year) 
Last Year: 11-2 = , , -
Key Los,ses: Dave Greai,qn, 
Andy Greher ' · 
Captain: Tom Bishop (Jr.)· 
Players to Watch: Bishop, Matthew Schultz (So.), 
Jean-Jamil Rojer (So.) 
Turf: Garden tennis courts 
Don't Miss: Tuesday.,Apri) 7 vs. Oneonta 
Goal: Finish the season undefeated 
return to the South Hill to host 
Oneonta in their fir!tt :home meet 
onApri17. ,): 
File Photo/The Ithacan 
The men's tennis team will try 
to improve this seasofl_On its 
impressive 11-2 record from a 
year ago. The team will try to 
ace Its opponents starting with 
Elmira College on March 30. 
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Sprinting to title 
By Ethan Jacoby 
Ithacan Staff 
In sports, a team that per-
forms well one season is usually 
faced with high expectati~ns the 
next time around. Such is the 
case for the Ithaca College 
women's track and field team. 
When the women head 
outdoors on Saturday, April 4, for 
the Ithaca Invitational, they will 
face their first spring-season 
challenge on the home track. 
Head coach Kelli Bert, now in 
her third season, has set the 
standards for her team this 
spring. 
"(Our goal is] definitely to 
win the state meet," Bert said. 
"We want to hopefully finish in 
the top three of the ECAC." 
and Beckie Kravitz, sophomore 
Shari Wilkins and juniors Jess 
Giordano and Olivia Weale. 
Though these throwers lack expe-
rience, the team is deep with five 
athletes in this category. 
"I think our depth is great 
with the freshmen coming in," 
Wealc said. 
Another problem event for the 
squad is pole vault. Because it 1s 
a new event, Bert will have to 
look down her deep roster in 
search of athletes best suited for 
, the event. 
The Bombers seem to he the 
favorites to win the ECAC 
Championship this season, with 
St: Lawrence and SUNY 
Geneseo giving them the most 
competition. 
"We've got the depth," Bert 
said. "But we also need to get 10 
the next level." 
That next level is achieving 
their goal of winning the New 
York State Collegiate Track 
Championships (NYSCTC) on 
May I at Binghamton University. 
This is not an overwhelming 
task, considering the returning 
personnel who contrihutcd to the 
Bombers' success in recent 
years. "Indoors, we were clearly 
the favorite," Bert said. "I think' r 
the same thing is going to happen 
outdoors that did indoors." ! : ~----------~ 
Though Ithaca lost three 
seniors for this season, they arc 
gaining players as well. 
Freshman sprinter Melissa 
Antunes, in her first spring sea-
son, is likely to join the group of 
Lisa Good, Jill Prevet and 
Courtney Smith, the remaining 
three of the 4x400-meter relay 
team that qualified for nationals 
this winter. 
Heidi Nichols, a remaining 
senior, joins junior Leigh 
Gochenour and sophomore Katie 
Alhinski in the jumps. 
"I just want to keep improv-
ing on my technique-just keep 
doing what we need to improve 
as a team," Nichols said. 
One of the areas the womdn 
will n,eed to improve on this se~-
son is their throwing team, made 
·-~--~( fCshmen A1ison Harma 
I. 
Running 
to glory 
Coach: Kelli 
Bert (Third 
year) 
Last Year: two 
first-place fin-
ishes, one sec-
ond-place fin-
ish . 
Key Losses: Melanie Della 
Rocco, Melissa Barley, 
Christie Dilcer 
captains: Heidi Nichols 
(Sr.), .Lisa Good (JrJ _ ... 
Athletes to Watch: Good, 
Jill Prevet (Jr.), Courtney 
Smith (So.) 
Turi: Butterfield Stadium 
Don't Miss: Saturday, April 
4, Ithaca Invitational 
Goal: Finish in the top three 
of the ECAC. 
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~qmen look for net gains on the field 
By John Davis 
Ithacan Staff 
ing it needed last year, but junior This year's squad features The Bombers face some tough Hartwick College. 
Lucy Willingham, who was a sec- eight new faces, including sopho- competition this year. They open Yan Hcuven said ~he 1~ confi-
ond-team regional All-American more transfer Jen Herlihy. against Ge!lysburg College, dent her team, ranked ninth at la~t 
One would think keeping a 
ball out of a net might be easy. 
but in reality, it can be quite diffi-
cult. This is the main concern for 
the Ithaca College women's 
lacrosse team in 1998. 
last year as a sophomore, decided Herlihy played for the University ranked in the top I 5 m the coun- season\ end, will he m the New 
not to play this season. of Richmond last year and let- try at the end of last season, in York State Women\ Collegiate 
Other key losses for the tered as a freshman. Panama City, Fla., on March 11. Athletic As~oc1at1on (NYSW-
Bombers include Amanda Mabee Senior Kim Hartnell is upbeat Other ranked teams from last CAA) Champ1onsh1p game, 
and Mandi Souk, both lost to about the upcoming season and season the Blue and Gold will which Ithaca hosts on May 3. It 
graduation. some of the team's newcomers. face include Rensselaer Ithaca can get there, they will 
The Bombers have three 
young goalies. The probable 
starter is sophomore Shelly Ross, 
with Brooke Andre{vs and 
Kathleen Pratt, both freshmen, as 
her understudies. 
Senior Julie Parsons said she "Jen is a very good player," Polytechnic Institute, Cortland likely match up against William 
is confident this season's team Hartnett said. "I think she'll help State, William Smith College, Smith College, the champion for 
will play ~ell, despite losing the the tea!Jl a lot this year." College of New Jersey and the last seven consecutive years. 
Head coach Piep van Heuven 
said the key for success this sea-
son is getting consistent, quality 
play from her goaltenders. 
"We need great goalkeeping," 
van Heuven said. "We're not 
there yet, but we have a strong 
defense to help them out." 
Ithaca had the great goaltend-
All-American Mabee. 
"[Mabee] was a great asset to 
our team last year," Parsons said. 
"But we have a great group of 
players who are stepping up and 
should play well." 
Ithaca has two All-Americans 
returning from last season's 
squad. Senior co-captain Heather 
Stafford and senior Leslie Greene 
are both 1998 pre-season second-
-team All-Americans. 
Stick it to 'em y, 
Coach:· Piep van Heuve~ (thirt4 year) · · . 
Last Y.,-: 12-6 , . 
Key LQSSes: Amanda Mabee, Mandi Souk . 
Captains: Allison Doyle (Sr., A), Heather 
Stafford (Sr., M) 
Players to Watch: Stafford, Doyle, Kim Hartnett (Sr., A), 
Jenna Gruben (Jr., M) 
Turf: Upper Terrace Field 
Home Opener: Saturday, March 21 vs. Rensselaer 
Don't Miss: Saturday, April 18 at College of New Jersey File Photo/The Ithacan The women's lacrosse team will attempt to Improve on last season's 12-6 record. The Bombers first 
game matches them against top-ranked Gettysburg College in Panama City, Fla., on March 11. 
Shoring 
up for 
Cayuga 
By Michelle Dorsch 
Ithacan Staff 
-. • T ) } 1', (~f .. \ I/ ,., l 1_ •.:.' ! .,, -- ,_: \ \ 
Varsity women's crew head 
coach Becky Robinson ha~ • • 
maintained the role of building 
a powerhouse on the inlets of 
Cayuga Lake and hopes to con-
tinue winning during the ' 
upcoming spring season. ' 
"The crew this year is very, . 
different from last year," ! : · , , Ch k Holl.de /Ith St ff 
R b. · ·d "L · I h d I , · • I I , 1 uc I Y acan a 
_ 
0 mso? sai . · · ast year a 
1 
. I With Cayuga Lake ~"- sophomore Beth. G~ne trains for 
five seniors III the first boat, J the upcoming season rw,nlng the track In Butterfield Stadium. 
and I had high expectations. , 
This year ·1 ha';e. expectations off-season in tenns of not being 
as far as mr fOtlS,. but I'm not On the water and reaJl:res until 
sure w~~ ~. ~J~ct until we competition moves i~ :ctoser to 
race." l ~ "i · ; ~ the inlets, it is hard: to' tell who 
The, 1>t th.,ese rowers is will stand out. 
to quaf ",,~, i~ationals and "Once on the water, I can 
capture'. lthere, but the have more of a sense of how 
ultimate ! these athletes things are going as a team," 
invitation to the Robinson said. "Right· now we 
ChampiJ International are still in the fonnation stage of 
Colltgw atta. . detennining who's going to row 
Th'e~ earn has practiced and in what boat." 
from the first day of school, an Last season, the members 
intense six day-a-week sched- elected a trio of seniors as cap-
ule. Their only break exists tains- Karen Jennings, Julie 
between Thanksgiving and 
winter break, but even then, 
meetings are held a few times a Rov,I~ ,~ 
Ward and Zaida Wincelowicz. 
"I think our biggest 
strength this season is depth," 
Jennings said. "We have great 
numbers." 
Sophomore Beth Greene 
said team unity is a key to the 
squad's outcome. 
"Keeping it fun and staying 
together will help us lead to 
success this season," Greene 
said. 
The squad's first race of 
the season is at home on April 
4 vs. Hobart-William Smith. 
week to prepare for training. . 
Although the squad's com- Coach: Becky ~~nson (fourth year) . 
1 
• 
t . · · · h . · 1 Last Y•: 6-3 , ! #-,~I . . pe 1t1ve season IS In t e spring, lt'au lo. · c~ J · M dy Fl" C • A". h d 
· · · · ,. 11 . 1 .--, .... : . ney, an 1er, arne1 1c ar s at ~art1c1pates m 1a races to I j' 
1
. ; captalna: Kare · lJ · i !:I (Sr.), Julie Ward (Sr.), Zaida 
build up strength andl I ; Wincel~{S >r. . 7 . 
endurance. Due to the frozeh I I , Athletea tow:l~: ~ennings, Wincelowicz r ' ' 
lake, the rowers have had to set Surf: Cayuga Inlet 
individual goals and go about, 1 1 ! 1 Don't MIN:·s~~ 4\l)rjl;5, vs. RIT and S~i~IJlpre. , , 
systematically achieving them. · Goal: Qualify for nafid~· and win medals' · · 
Robinson says they have an · ' ' 
Men take losses, 
try to row ahead 
By Jeffrey Kane 
Sports Editor 
Short on rowers, but not short 
on commitment; varsity men's 
crew is ready to get back into 
i icompetition. : 
1 
• • ' After finis~ng 'l'2th in the 
nation last season, the squad will 
try to duplicate the same feat this 
year. It will not be an e,asy task for 
the Blue and Gold, who lost five 
seniors to graduation. 
The Bombers had expected to 
begin the season with fdur seniors 
leading the way, including 
captain Colin Win,ter, Charlie 
Sheets, Mike Junkins and Matt 
Simon. However, the team suf-
fered a major loss whe·n Junkins 
tore his anterior cruciate liga-
ment. 
Dan Robinson, entering his 
11th season as head coach said 
Junkin's injury will hurt the 
already small squad. 
"We're going to miss him," 
Robinson said. "We're down to 
eight experienced guys on varsi-
ty." 
The team does have freshman 
novice rowers that could be 
called upon if needed. 
"We have some freshmen who 
can step up to varsity if they need 
to," Winter said. "But it's better 
for them to get experience in the 
novice races, we don't want to 
take away from that." 
Iitraca, who fi'nishcd 7r3 last 
season, will be tested right out of 
the gate. 
"We match up against five of 
, the top six teams in New York 
state in our first three meets." 
. Rohmson said. "It will give us a 
good indication as to how we're 
going to do." 
With the abundance of youth 
and shortage of veterans, leader-
ship will be an important factor 
for this year's squad. 
"I think I can play a leader-
ship 'l"ole," junior Kevirr Lister 
said. "I've done this for a few 
years so I think my experience 
helps." 
The Bomber, must now train 
and work even harder then before 
if they are to achieve their goal of 
finishing in the top three in the 
state, matching their finish from 
last season. Ithaca must finish in 
the top three to qualify for a 
return trip to the Champi0n 
International Collegiate Regatta. 
to be held May 10, in Worcester. 
Ma. 
"I think if we can fimsh like 
we did last season it will he a 
phenomenal job," Robinson said. 
The Blue and Gold begin 
their quest on April 4 against 
Hobart College. 
Making Waves 
Coach: Dan Robinson (11th 
year) 
Last Year: 7-3 
Key Losses: Greg Naviloff, 
Andy Ward, Matt C~njoy 
Captains: Colin Winter (Sr.) 
[Athletes to Watch: 'winter, 
Cris Brown (Sr.) 1 
Surf: Cayuga Inlet 
Don't M!ss: Sunday, April 5 
vs. RIT and Skidmore 
Goal: Finish in top three in 
'New York state. 
. ~ ~ 1 I 
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Ready·to show they're not soft 1.on competition 
By Betsy Crawford 
Ithacan Staff 
The 1998 season is getting 
started for the Ithaca College soft-
ball team and head coach Deb 
Pallozzi and the women are 
attacking from the outset. 
They are working together and 
creating a talented team of great 
depth and strength. In the past 
few weeks, the team has been 
practicing hard, pushing each 
other and perfecting the concept 
of team unity. 
'The team is looking really 
good and playing great," said 
senior co-captain Amy 
McMordie, who returns to pro-
tect the bag at first. "Our team 
unity will be a key. It will be our 
strength if we fall apart to boost 
our spirits and get our heads back 
in the games." Junior co-cap-
tain Sharon Orchard, returns tak-
ing the spot as catcher. Other 
returning players include juniors 
Julie McGraw, who batted .341 
while driving in 26 runs last sea-
son at third base; Cheryl Wah, 
who led the team with nine 
triples last year as shortstop; and 
Vanessa Montorsi at second. 
Sophomore Robin Bimson, 
who compiled a 1.53 ERA and 
recorded eight wins in 13 appear-
ances last seru.on, has stepped up 
as the number-one pitcher. 
"She is· performing really 
well," Pallozzi said. "She is just 
as effective as (97] graduate 
Nicki Swan and has improved a 
great deal since this time last sea-
son. She is pitching up to 60 
mph." 
This season starts with a new 
outfield. This aspect of the team 
has suffered losses of valuable 
players but have gained stronger 
arms. Sophomore Erin Cheney 
and Janine Lawler have stepped 
up, along with freshmen Nicole 
Faba and Michelle Stanton. 
'The new outfield is not con-
sidered a weakness for the team," 
Pallozzi said. "It is just inexperi-
ence, t>ut they have stronger arms 
than years past." 
The 1997 fall softball season 
gave the team a chance to discov-
er what kind of talent it possess-
es. The schedule was stacked 
with Division I schools and 
forced the Bombers to play at the 
top of their game. The team 
defeated all the Division III oppo-
nents and finished the season 
ranked 17th in the nation. 
Over spring break, the team 
will travel to Ocoee, Fla. and 
will play 10 games over five days 
on the road trip before returning 
to action on the South Hill. 
''The girls hope to come out 
with an 8-2 record. They are con-
fident and prepared to play hard," 
Pallozzi said. "It will give us a 
chance to see where the kids will 
stand and what kind of pressure 
they can take." 
"We are getting excited for 
Florida," Orchard said. "We've 
been playing well this past week 
and [are] prepared to sec what we 
can do." 
The Blue and Gold will be 
take on teams such as Rowan 
College, a premiere team out of 
the New Jersey conference, as 
well as the defending first and 
second place teams in the 
Division III national champi-
onships, Simpson College and 
Montclair State University. 
''The team is a good group 
with great work ethics," Pallozzi 
Field of Dreams 
Coach: Deb Pallozzi (10th year) 
said. "Things have really started 
coming together, and this has 
become one of the strongest 
teams I've had unity-wise. I'm 
excited for this season and so are 
'the girls." 
The Blue and Gold will step 
onto their home turf, Doris 
Kostrinsky Field, for the first 
time March 24, for a 
double-header vs. Binghamton 
University. 
r. 
Last Year: 30-16; Division Ill Wor1d Series (lost 
Northeast region title game) 
Key Loues: Nicki Swan (P), Mary Ellen Hoffman 
(OF) 
captalna: Amy McMordie (Sr., 1B), Sharon Orchard (Jr., C) 
.Players to Watch: McMordie, Orchard, Julie McGraw (Jr., 3B), 
'Robin Bimson (So., P) 
Turf: Doris Kostrinsky Field 
Home Opener: Tuesday, March 24 vs. Binghamton 
Don't Min: Saturday, April 11 vs:- Cortland 
Goal: Win NCAA Division Ill Natl~ Championship ' ; 
-Bomber Spring Athletics Schedule· 
Baseball Men's Lacrosse 4r, at Cortland (2) 3:00 
4/10 Buffalo 1:00 
3r, at Rollins 1 :00 3/21 at Montclair 2:00 Messiah 3:00 
3/8 Anderson at Deland, Fla. 4:00 3/25 Nazareth 4:00 4/11 Wheaton 10:00 
3/8 St. Xavier at Deland, Fla. 7:00 3/28 at Elmira 2:00 Cortland 1:00 
3/9 St. Xavier at Deland, Fla. 1 :00 4/1 Oswego 4:00 4/16 at Le Moyne (2) 3:00 
3/9 Anderson at Deland, Fla. 10:00 4/4 RIT 2:00 4/18 Brockport (2) 1:00 
3/10 Anderson at Deland, Fla. 1 :00 4/8 at Geneseo 4:00 4/19 Buffalo State (2) 1:00 3/10 St. Xavier at Deland, Fla. 1 :00 4/11 Clarkson 2:00 4/21 RIT (2) 3:00 
3/12 at Saint Leo 6:00 4/15 Cortland 4:00 4/23 Cazenovia g) 3:30 3/13 at Florida Tech 3:00 4/18 at Alfred 2:00 4/25 at Eastern onnecticut (2) 1:00 3/15 at Virginia Wesleyan 12:00 4/22 at Hartwick 7:00 3/24 at Cortland 3:00 4/25 at Keuka 2:00 Men's Tennis 3/27 Oswe~o (2) 1 :00 4/29 at Le Moyne 4:00 3/29 Corne I (2) 12:00 5/2 Gettysburg 1:00 3/30 at Elmira 4:00 4/2 at Le Moyne 3:00 4/1 at Hamilton 4:00 4/4 Rochester (2) 1:00 Women's Lacrosse 4r, Oneonta 3:30 4/5 RIT (2) 1 :00 4/8 St. Lawrence 3:00 4/7 at Scranton 3:00 3/11 Gettysburg at Panama City, Fla. 10:00 4/14 RIT 3:30 4/10 St. Lawrence (2) 2:00 3/12 Haverford at Panama City, Fla. 4:00 4/16 at Hobart 4:00 4/11 Clarkson (2) 1 :00 3/18 at Rochester 3:30 4/17 to 4/19 at Nazareth Tournament TBA 4/13 at Mansfield 3:30 3/21 Rensselaer 1:00 4/20 at Le Moyne 4:00 4/15 Cortland 4:00 3/28 Skidmore 1:00 4/22 at Alfred 4:00 4/18 at Hartwick (2) 1:00 3/29 Bates at SJringfield 1:00 4/25 to 4/26 4/19 at Utica 1 :00 4/2 at Cortlan 4:30 Ice Breaker Tournament 9:00 4/21 at Oneonta 3:00 4/4 Frostburg 1:00 4/26 at St. Lawrence 9:00 4/22 at Cornell 3:30 4/7 at Hamilton 4:30 4/28 Hartwick 3:30 4/25 at Skidmore (2) 1:00 
4/26 at Rensselaer (2) 1:00 4/11 Oneonta 12:00 
4/28 Le Mayne 3:30 4/15 at William Smith 4:00 Men's Track and Field 
4/30 Mansfield 3:30 4/18 at College of New Jersey 1 :00 
5/1 Hamilton 3:00 4/21 St. Lawrence 3:30 4/4 Ithaca Invitational 11 :00 4/25 Hartwick 1 :00 4/11 at Lehigh Invitational 10:00 
Men's Crew 4/29 NYSWCAA Quarterfinals TBA 4/18 at Lock Haven ·Invitational 10:00 5/2 NYSWCAA Semifinals at Ithaca TBA 4/21 Bin~hamton w/Hartwick 3:30 
3/27 scrimmage w/Cornell TBA 5/3 NYSWCAA Championship/ 4/24 at enn State Relays TBA 
4/4 Hobart and William Smith 11 :00 Consolation at Ithaca TBA 4/25 at Hartwick Invitational 11 :00 
4/5 RIT/Skidmore 11 :00 5/6 NCAA First Round TBA 4/26 to 4/27 12:00 
4/11 Colgate/Rochester 1 :00 5/9 ECAC Semifinals TBA NYSCTC Decathlon at Hartwick· 10:00 
4/18 Hox Cross w/Connecticut and Tufts 5/10 NCAA Quarterfinals/ECAC 5/1 to 5/2 4:00 
at orcester, Mass. 9:00 Championship TBA NYSCTC Championship at 
4/25 at Mercyhurst w/Union 9:00 5/16 NCAA Semifinals at Maryland- Bin~hamton 11 :00 
5/2 to 5/3 Baltimore County TBA 5/9 at enn State Open .:1 · 11 :00 
New York State Small School 5/17 NCAA Championship at Maryland- 5/15 at Baldwin-Wallace Open ~' Ii' 5:00 
ChamlionshiWc 8:00 Baltimore County TBA 5/20 to 5/23 
Delta ake, ome 8:00 Softball 
NCAA Championship at I f r-
5/10 Champion International Collegiate Macalester TBA 
Regatta at Worcester, Mass. 8:00 
Women's Track and Field Women's Crew 3/8 Rowan 9:00 William Paterson 4:00 
3/9 Mary Washington 4:00 4/4 Ithaca Invitational 11 :00 3/27 scrimmage w/Cornell TBA Simpson 5:45 4/11 at Lehigh Invitational 10:00 4/4 Hobart and William Smith TBA 3/10 Wisconsin-La Crosse 10:00 4/18 at Lock Haven Invitational 10:00 4/5 RIT/Skidmore TBA Montclair 11 :45 4/21 Bi~hamton w/Hartwick 3:30 4/11 Colgate/Rochester TBA 3/12 St. Norbert 10:00 4/24 at enn State Relays TBA 4/18 Ho~ Cross w/Connecticut Mount Union 1:30 4/25 at Hartwick: Invitational 11 :00 
an Tufts at Worcester, Mass. TBA 3/13 Carroll (Wis.) 4:00 4/26 to 4/27 12:00 4/25 at Mercyhurst w/Union TBA Marietta 5:45 NYSCTC Heptathlon at Hartwick 10:00 5/2 to 5/3 3/24 Bin!;Jhamton (2) 3:00 5/1 to 5/2 4:00 New York State Small School 3/26 Elmira 3:00 NYSCTC Championship Championship Delta Lake, Rome TBA 3/27 William Paterson 10:00 at Binghamton 11 :00 5110 Champion International Collegiate Chowan TBA 5/9 ECAC Cha~ionshig at TBA 11 :00 Re~atta at Worcester, Mass. TBA 3/28 Salisbury 10:00 5/15 at Baldwin- allace pen 5:00 5/29 to 5 31 at Kean TBA 5/20 to 5/23 TBA NCAA Women's Championship 4/2 Cornell (2) 3:00 NCAA Championship 
at Lake Lanier, Ga TBA 4/5 at Springfield (Mass.) (2) 1:00 at Macalester TBA 
